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·Student Charged with Assault 
Racial Overtones Characterize Arrest 
by Marla Browne 
Staff Writtr 
University police are special 
police officers under the D.C. Code 
and have all the powers of the 
Kevin Turner, a second year Metropolitan Police when acting on 
student at the National Law Center, behalf of the University, Goode 
was arrested Tuesday for assaulting said. Goode would not reveal the 
a University police officer. Ac- identities of the special police offi-
cording to University Police Direc- cers. 
tor Curtis Goode, Kevin kicked the Kevin was studying at one of the 
police officer in the groin. desks against the windows, near 
The alleged assault occurred on the U.S. Codes. After approxi-
the second floor of the Jacob Burns mately five minutes at that loca-
Law Library Tuesday between 3 tion, one of the University police 
p.m. and 4 p.m. officers, an African-American 
University police received a call male, approached Kevin and asked 
at J:JO p.m. from a female who him for identification, Director 
claimed $75 to $80 dollars had been Goode said. . 
stolen from her bookbag in the law •Kevin then appeared to remove 
library on LL2, Goode s~id. She his wallet but stopped to .ask the 
- ·did not witness rhe theft but gave " . .., , . . officer why he 'wa"ntecrthe identifi-
--,he police a description of someone cation," said one onlooker, Lance 
she thought looked suspicious, he Smith, a second year law student. 
said. The police officer insisted that 
Three officers were dispatched Kevin show some identification to 
to the library to find the robber, which Kevin continually responded, 
made one unsuccessful search and "Why?". Finally, Kevin suggested 
returned to the police building, he the officer get his supervisor, Smith 
said. University police then re- said. 
ceived a second call from an un- Another officer and the supervis-
known person stating that he/she ing officer, both Caucasian males, 
had seen someone fitting the first then joined the initial officer. 
description, and the police returned When the supervising officer asked 
to the library. Kevin for identification, Kevin 
NLC Team Wins ABA-LSD 
Negotiation Competition 
by Dean Nancy Schultz urday, the team with the highest 
score is declared the winner of the 
On February 9-10, 1991, the competition. This year, for the 
team of Susan Long and Rich first time, the top two finishers 
Tuschman travelled to Seattle, · from the preliminary rounds com-
Washington to compete in the na- peted in championship round on 
tional finals of the ABA-Law Stu- Sunday . morning, negotiating a 
dent Division negotiation competi- problem they were &.iven on Satur-
. tion. Rich and Susan won the re- day evening after the results were 
gional competition held here at GW announced. . ·The teams in the 
in November, and went on to Seat- championship round this year were 
tie to join the winners of seven Rich and Susan and a team from . 
other regional competitions in the Albany. Ri1;h and Susan won the 
finals. Ninety-eight teams partici- round, and will receive awards 
pated in the competition at the declaring them the National Cham-
regional level. The other seven pionship Team of the 1990-91 Ne-
. teams competing in the national gotiation Competition. 
finals were from Albany, Arizona The NLC will be hosting a re-
state, Montana, Campbe1l, Notre , ception in honor of Rich and Susan 
Dame, Texas Tech, and Valparaiso. on Thursday, February 28, at 4:30 
The traditional format of the p.m. in the Faculty Lounge . . . All 
again asked for an explanation. The 
supervising officer told Kevin that 
he fit the description of a theft 
suspect, Kevin said. 
Police Director Goode would not 
comment on the description except 
to say that Kevin fit the description. 
According to Kevin, the police were 
looking for an African-American 
male wearing work boots, jeans and 
a red shirt. Kevin, an African-
American, had on white cords, a 
·. sweater and penny loafers. Kevin 
was the only African-American 
student in that section of the li-
brary, he said. 
Upon being told that he was sus-
pected of theft, Kevin assumed a 
"passive" . position with his hands 
behind his back and told the three · 
officers they should all go to see the 
Dean, Smith said. · According to 
Smith, one officer then approached 
Kevin from behind, grabbed him 
around the chest and another ap-
proached Kevin from the front, 
Smith said. 
Another witness said that Kevin 
was insisting they go to the Dean's 
office and started to walk away 
before the officers grabbed him. 
Kevin appeared to kick the oncom-
ing officer at this point, Smith and 
p=~~~7·v~ . .,,..  ~~;~-~,.~~J_'.=~·:~?'f. 
··: . ·d 
.. 't 
Susan Long 
. ·. ·. •.· · . . 
other witnesses said. 
Police director Goode said he was 
not aware of any contact made by 
the police officers prior to Kevin 
kicking the one officer. Kevin said 
he does not remember kicking any-. , 
one. 
One or two of the officers then 
drew their night sticks~ according to 
Kevin and several witnesses. Bran-
dishing of night sticks is not includ-
ed in the police report. The officers 
followed Kevin to the first floor of 
the Jaw school building, where they 
met Assistant Dean for Students and 
Administrative .· Affairs Afreda . B. 
Robinson. . . . ; · · . '.. . .. . : . . . . 
Dean Robinson, • in an ·effort to . · 
determine what . ti'ad · .. happened~ .... . 
walked up 20th StreeLwirhXevin."·~ i. '." 
She positioned · · herselt ~:-bet~~eri' .:..:: : 
Kevin and the officers.' When asked 
whether the officers off ended here · 
in any way, Dean Robinson said she 
. could not comment. · 
The officers followed Kevin back 
to the law school, where they cuffed 
him · and took hini to University 
Police Headquarters at the Woodhull · 
House. · Despite efforts by Law · 
School Dean Jack Friedenthal to 
·release Kevin from custody, Uni.:. 
Go to Page 6, ~ol. 3 . 
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>:.tETTERs ··To THE EDITORS 
Vote in the SA ·-·.· 
Election 
-
. To the Editors: _ 
. . 
Although the NLC students have 
. . elected the next SBA administra-
tion, the GWU Student'Association 
_(SA). the. campus-wide student · 
government apparatus, is in the 
. midst of election fervor. Numerous 
offices . affecting . the law school 
community will be filled on Wed-
ne.sd~y and Thursday. · ·' 
As a precursor to the elections, 
as Executive Vice President is cru-




To the Editors: 
We, the members of the Black 
Law Student Association, would 
like to comment on the recent rash 
of racist incidents at the National 
Law Center: 
._. , · 
notion of an equitable institution of 
higher- learning. These continuous 
. discriminatory occurrences only 
·· serve to fortify the barriers to social · 
progress. In truth, this is not a pro-
gressive· law school, but rather one 
that harbors vestiges of racial dis-
crimination as grim reminders to 
Black students that our presence is 
tolerated, but not welcomed. 
We propose the following recom-
mendations to assist the University 
in achieving the crucial goal of 
education without discrimination: 
first · that the University actively 
enco.urage the "wayward" guard to 
times of ease. Give to them the 
assurance of your protection that 
they may do their duly with clear 
minds and fearless hearts. con/i-
. dent that in life or death you are the 
eternal god, their refuge, and their 
everlasting strength through the 




To the Editors: 
·. the Joint Elections Committee, a 
standing committee of the SA, 
sponsored a Candidate's Forum last 
·wednesday. The purpose of the 
• In AprH J 990, a professor 
notified university security 
that a Black male was "loiter-
ing" in the hall. University 
security personnel confronted 
this first year law student as 
he stood among a group of 
white students and demanded 
that he present identification. 
The student complied, humili-
ated by being treated like a 
criminal; 
drop the ludicrous charges against With President's Day upon us. 
our student; second, we suggest that our thoughts turn to those great 
the University participate in and/or men and women who have made 
host fora designed to elicit general our country what it is today. And ' event. was to provide candidates . 
with an opportunity to introduce . 
them~elvcs to their constituents. 
But the event turned out to be 
more of an opportunity for the 
candidates to introduce themselves 
to other candidates. To say that the 
event was sparsely attended is dras-
tic understatement, leaving the 
impression that the positions being 
pursued are trivial. This impression 
discussion on racism at George while our heroes of the past are 
Washington University; and third, ·celebrated there is the cry from 
we strongly believe that the Univer:- many that ours is a generation 
sity "security force" should be edu- lacking modern heroes. which has 
cated as to the proper procedures led us to stealing the heroes of the · 
for conducting investigatory stops pas·t generations. Young people 
of individuals. today idolize the icons of the 60's, 
The National Law Center will fail the Kennedys, Marilyn Monroe, 
in its efforts to become a top 20 law James Dean, Jimi Hendrix, and 
school until it takes substantial mea- others, many of whom died before 
is unwarranted. 
• During the same month, a 
Black male law student en-
tered the library behind a 
g1oup of White students --
who did not present their 
identification -- and . was 
asked to present his identifi-
catfon. He refused to comply 
with such an arbitrary request. 
Consequently, he was detained 
and arrested; 
sures to eradicate racism and foster those who worship them were born. 
a superior learning environment. It There has been an outbreak of Since the elected officers of the 
SA enjoy access to the university 
administration. the NLC gains co\-
. \ate1a\ benents when a \aw student 
. is our hope that the National Law nostalgia fever by groups of people 
Center will listen to our requests whose only memories of their he·. 
holds an executive position. Execu-
tive officers are continuously in 
contact with the administration and 
have the opportunity to air con-
cerns. This isn't to say that a law 
student shouldn't be supported 
and take steps to ensure that Black . · . r?es are rev.am.p~d, ·r~ :~.~x~~~ v.:,r:L 
law students at the ·Nationaf Law. '. · sions ·of thetr hves that maf<e. tlje·m-
Center are accorded the same digni-. look and sound better today than , 
ty and respect as are our · White they ever did alive. · We idolize 
counterparts. those of the past, but whose lives 
irregardless of their credibility, and • Last week, a Black male law 
during the upcoming· election no student was studying in the 
suggestion of such a moral compro- library when he was ap-
mise needs to be pondered. This · proached by University secu-
year, NLC students should feel rity and asked for identifica-
confident in lending support to tion. The student inquired as 
Dave Parker, a 2L seeking reelec- to the reason for the request, 
Bonita F. Lewis 
Chairperson 
Black Law Students Association 
Prayer for the Troops 
To the Editors: 
- tion as SA Executive Vice Presi- but the guard repeatedly re- Originally, the following prayer 
dent. Dave has effectively executed fused to answer. (Un be- was intended to be read at' the 
the duties of his office during the knownst to this student, the Barristers• Ball. Due to a "timing" 
past year. security guards were searching problem, it was not delivered. 
The other contested race impact- for a theft suspect). An alter- Because it was considered inconve-
ing the NLC is that of NLC Senator cation ensued, the police were nient or inappropriate at the time, 
to the SA. These elected senators called, the student was arrest- I would like to ask that it be print-
serve as liaisons between the SBA ed and later arraigned for ed at this time as a tribute to our 
and the Student Association Senate. assault. fellow citizens abroad. 
Based on campus population, the Oh God, who by your providence 
NLC is afforded two senators. Ide- These discriminatory incidents did lead our forbears to this great 
ally these senators represent the and more subtle acts of racism not land where they found liberty and 
views of the NLC constituency only upset and embarrass the stu- · justice and the freedom to worship 
within the legislative branch of the dents involved, but are also per- you - we ask you to ever guide our 
SA. Currently, there are three can- ceived as direct attacks on Black -nation ill the way of truth. You are 
didates, Todd Bakal, Anthony law students as a- group. We are the shield off aith. We commend 
Krueger, and myself, seeking the offended by these continued impro- into your keepii1g a/I the men and 
two seats. A statement concerning prieties and ·are incensed that in women serving our country, by sea, 
my platform is included within this . 1991 a Black law student cannot go by land, and by air - so that we 
issue. to class. study in the library, or may win for the fruits of our sac-
Polling facilities will be located walk down the hall without the rif ice and that the world enjoy a 
outside of the first floor Stockton threat of being stopped and ques- · just and lasting peace. We pray for · 
lounge Wednesday and Thursday tioned for no reason other than the them and for .their families here at 
and I wo.uld like to encourage you · color of his/her skin. home. Keep them strong in faith, 
to vote. A huge turnout isn't neces- The racist behavior exhibited by in courage, and ill self-control. 
.sary to elect the NLC senators since the University's "security force," Let your presence calm their 
it is an in-house race, but a large and by some of the National Law minds i11 the hour of danger and 
NLC '~~.!~ !~; surpo~t,~~Dav~ !:~~~~r...I· J ( .. J:;~Qt~~·s fa~fy and\staff. belies ~~i- · t I. "i\-.ho. ld _the .. n. ' .. '. a. s. t .. ' .. :r_ .• o:.m tempt.ation ;,, 
• . , / ;"'' . // 't-~•: ' ... ~-_:;:---.. . __ ..,_ •• ~ ' "· ·· . · >.-' .1 '· . . ·.. .. ~ff''''"" "•- ". ~ ...... ' ,. . \ ·' · .. 
today are worthy of our children's 
idolization? . 
And so when we stretch our 
minds to choose a person, one per-
son out of billions that inhabit this 
planet, only a name or two come to 
mind. But soon they too are writ-
ten off, dismissed, because of a 
fatal flaw in them in them that has 
besieged others that have come . 
before them. · 
But there are 'very real reasons 
why we find ourselves without 
heroes and it is the simple fact that 
we are looking for them in· the 
wrong places. 
As I sat home this past weekend 
flipping through my 52 channels of 
cable-nothingness, I came across a 
black and white movie, that at first 
I did not recognize. But soon 
thereafter Henry Fonda's unforget-
table voice resonated through my · 
T.V. speaker and I paused, listened 
and watched "Young Abe Lincoln:. 
As I watched the film. I was · 
captured not just by the jncredible 
story of this simple country lawyer 
who grew up to save a country and · 
release a race from bondage, but by 
the portrayal, not by Fonda alone, 
but by the whole production. The 
script, the sets, the words, the ac-
tions were so wholly artificial that 
at times of · great seriousness and 
action I was moved to laughter bY 
Go to Page 4, Col. ~ -
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1991 -·1992 Editorial Board 
. . 
The Advocate is pleased to announce the Editorial Board · 
· for 1991-1992: 
·Editor-in-Chief - Chris Langello · < ... Production Manager -_ Jeanette Kinane 
·.Law School News Editor - Maria Browne . 
. ·. ·. Law School News Editor - Brian Mau .. ... 
-: .· .. ·. -~ · Commentary Editor . - Phill Staub 
.. · ,. ·. "~. :' ; Entertainment Editor ~ ·Brent Bigler 
· · · :_;_~'~ .... ... ._·Photo Editor ·- Renee ,'Ye~b · .. : , . ~ · 
.- '. ' -. : , - ·;·· ,..· j. ... I · ·• , • •• ,. • .,f .. ' ·" • • , \•'' ,, .f ; ' ._ l , '. '. • ·:~f \, . ~ • ,, · • • ••1\) •1 • 
l ,:.;·.) ;~ !4~w'l "o( o;J· _ ·~ . 
r :.; : ;- ': ::, :;:~'.~;·<:;: ~ :.-_· , . 
~ - Do you ·Know? 
. - -
What really 'happened in the library at the NLC this week? Do you know? 
We don't either, and until a conclusive official report is in. we would 
discourage anyone from forming any substantiated opinion. In any event, 
discerning what really happened is likely to be difficult, if not impossible. 
The police officer. Turner, and the witnesses all witnessed the events 
which ensued from their own perspectives. Police officers expect 
individuals to comply with their requests. Turner did not comply with the 
officer's seemingly simple request to show his University identification; 
instead Turner set the terms upon which he would show is identification 
i.e. in the Dean's Office. Turner evidently believes that he was somehow 
singled . out by police officers to show his .identification. According to 
. Turner he denied showing his identification as a stand in the spirit of Rosa 
Parks. ' Witnesses on the scene alt saw a slightly different perspective, 
depending upon what they were paying attention to. . . 
We are still waiting for all of the facts to come 1n. It is, however, 
interesting to note that February is Black History Month. Coincidentally, it 
is also the month of the birthdi,iy . of this University's namesake, George 
Washington. Established fac~s of human nature and the importance. of a 
person's frame of reference indicate that the real lesson to b~ learned 1s ~ot · 
to blame the security guards nor to blame Turner, but instead to give . 
ourselves pause and consider the reasons for the misunderstanding . . · . : · 
Clarification 
The •commentary• Section article, •Minority Scholarships Questioned: 
which appeared in the February 11, · 1991 issue of The .AdvocaJe was written 
by Thomas A. Perry, who is not a student not has nel'er been a student at 
the National Law Center. Perry is a nationally-syndicated columnist, who 
submitted an article through the mail. The AdvocaJe did not contribute nor · 
modify the article in any way . . 
-...,....----........ --------:----------· . ·.' -. ~ .. ;- . , 1 . 1 ·~ ,., ·; ·, ~ . . .. . · ;~· - " • • 
• " L . · .., , ~ ~!,!..::..: : 
·- . .. .c ~· .. . . ~~· .• 
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:;. ·LETTERS TO THE EDITORS · 
... ·· th t seems ranted intrusion wasn't enough to , The ·recurring theme a 
pte who dci not feel worthy of the to perme::ite the attitudes of the overcome his pride and dignity. My 
challenges of the future because of people at the NLC is that. Black naive side wonders how such ludi-
a fear that they can'. ne\'er mea~ure m:iles . don't really belong rn law crous activity can take place in a . 
up to those who came before ~hem. school. Most, if not all, of the school that is supposedly fostering a 
· ~ not. only the great •corniness•, but If heroes were presented more as raci::il incidents that have occurred sense of justice and fairness. My 
{ also the shear unbelievability of it humans and less as creatures of a since I've been a student here h~ve cynical side knows that a Black 
) all. Now, I understand that · times · greater fiber then their goals ~nd centered around Black mates be mg person is never immune from racial 
.J. were different when Lincoln was accomplishment would seem attain- asked for identification. (Pe.rh:ips persecution no matter how much 1 
alive but there are certain aspects of able to the youth of today. the ndministration should adopt a education he/she attains. 
·1 jt that were fabricated to preserve a When Lincoln or Kennedy were new rule that all Bl(!ck males wear Although Illack males are partic- . 
~ myth rather than to portray a man. . ,.... young; they had heroes, b~t they identification badges attached to ularly burdened by racism, most 
..:. One scene that I found particu- weren't necessarily presidents, their clothing to avoid further ha- Black students can attest to the pre-
} larly disturbing was a courtroom preachers or movie stars. They } ,·udices borne by many of the White 
t drama where Lincoln defended the noted many times in their lives that rassment. · 4
' • · During fiMls in my first yea~, a students here. Daily subtleties re-
., good guys against the corrupt prose- their heroes were their relatives, 
8
. roup of students were studying mind us that we are truly different 4 
·cutor. And as the prosecution be- their parents, and grandparents or k L St d ts from the ma,·ority: the sectionmates ; gan its opening statement, Lincoln frJ'ends who fought in defense of upstairs in the Blac . aw u en 
· t' • off'ce "'t night Ev- from first yt-ar wh('I pre-tt-nd not to •. would interJ'ect small jibes at the our . country. They looked up to Assoc1a tons J ' .. . 
t . e o'f the students a know you in the hall and quickly :. prosecutor and his case. The Judge these people and patterned their ery ime on . • 
BJ k le Wen. t downst3irS the turn away to avoid speaking,· stu--·.·, Jaus· hed with Lincoln, as did the 11·ves after them, understanding their ac m::i • k• h' .. 'ty gu"rd would as 1m dents and professors dismissing your '.J'ury and the .sold out courtroom. ·faults but admi'ri'ng them because same secun .. f h 
· • f 'd t'f'cat'on be ore e was comments in class as worthless,· or .. Lincoln won a stirring victory, but I · t or • en 1 1 • 
· they were · good peop e trying 0 I db k · After notic those same people hanging on your .. . · in a way that circumvented all Jaws make a better place for themselves, al owe ac upstairs. -
.; of courtroom demeanor as welJ as ther'r fami'lr'es and their own smalJ ing that his White classmates were every word as if you speak for the 
· c'ng .. s'1m'1l"r 1'nconve- ent'1re race. My personal experience · any rules of evidence and civil pro- f Id not expenen J .. 
Cedure. corner 0 the wor · nience, he inquired about the in- has not been drastically different 
And today as the horrors of war · h h ·1 d from the unfortunate events that the Lincoln's tactics were not ques- . reverberate from fraq around the consistency. Met wit a ost1 e nn 
· • · f · er he asked to Black mates have experienced. · tioned, no one cried foul, 1t was a world and into our sub-conscious uns:it1s yrng answ • 
· happHy ever after sort of ending. I we must rediscover the beauty in see a supervisor and went upst::iirs My tenure on the illustrious Jour-
am sure when the movie was re- • h • 1 without showing the identification. nal definitely sta11ds out. Aside regular people and an t e s1mp e f f r rom the few friendships I hold leased, people left the theater prais- deeds of those around us. We must Shortly there:i ter, a group o secu-
ing the movie and the man. But rity guards filed into the office, as dear, I have constantly felt like an 
again find our heroes among our- bd h' · o h outsider in that office. Granted, ,. what the movie forgot was that selves and realize that the heroes of if ready to su ue 1m. nee e 
h I · d t th supervisor the there hadn't been a Black person on ' Lincoln was just that, a man w o today may not be •them• out there, .- exp aine o e 
h. l d \ · d 1· f th's ne guard not the Journal in a few years {and none ~ - wu elevated to my\ \Ca an eg- but •us• in here~ The good parents _ mere u 1ty o · 1 o 
' . ~ ~ndaT~ s\a\us b"/ .. fi\m \ha\ c\eat\y .. who work hard to keep their fami- . f . :-' recogni-zing h,im each time he came • . ·on the \l.aw Review in decades, !>ut 
· ·misrepresented facts and actions to . lies financiaJJy afloat, the single ~: ~~'Ciol'Yristairs, the supervisor recog- . / ·both facts are better left for another 
·.createapieceofpropagandaforthe ' ··mother who works two jobs trying · · nized the h:ir:issment and dropped . : article), and I could accredit the 
·masses to satisfy their hunger for to make ends meet and keep her rh~ issut-. · attitudes in the beginning to the 
·legends and idols. children off the streets and in .. My second year again reminded phenomenon of having to work so 
Such movies are not possible to- school, and the young people who me that injustice is not a stranger to closely with a Black person for the 
. day. There are too many critics, too are fighting in a foreign land so the law school environment. A first time. But to this day, many 
_ many cynics who would view such a that we may continue to live as we Black male was asked to show his Journal members ignore me outside 
movie with their negative eyes, who do today. identification upon entering the the Journal office, and some even in 
would recognize the propaganda as So on this President's Day we library, after a few White students the office. Of course, this has lead 
such and never allow the legend fo should pay homage to two great immediately in front of him walked to an inevitable reciprocity where I, 
blossom. men who made this country what it through uninterrupted. His demand too, fail to speak to many of the 
: Ours is a generation that sees is today, but we must also salute for an explanation was rewarded members. Furthermore, since I 
movies like •Bonfires of the Vani- those who make up the fabric of with an arrest and temporary loss of don't have to do office hours this 
ties• or •Presumed Innocent• and as this country, those who don't have . freedom. That same semester, an- year and I'm not in the office as 
soon as there is one slip in legal- a day celebrating their achieve- other Black mate was on his way to ' much, the second year members 
- speak, when even one rule of evi- ments, but to whom our happiness . class when ·a White professor don't recognize me. As a result, if 
· dence is violated, the film is berated is 1l testament to their.deeds. deemed him to be loitering in the I happen to m3ke a call or walk 
'for its fantasy-like portrayal of the halls. Security was called and he through the office, I feel compelled 
· . . criminal justice system and the ju- Robert Granader . was asked for identification, as he to check my folder just to satisfy 
dicial processes. 2L stood outside his classroom, among . the lingering glances that· I am not 
· · · · But this desire for realism is a a group of fellow White students. I an intruder. Something tells me that 
·sign of our times and a healthy way don't know. Maybe years of train- if a White non-Journal member 
. to view those who we call our he- • • • Still 9ppressed_ ing in the law still do not help one walked into the office and used the 
• roes. Lincoln should not be elevat- · · to recognize that a bookbagi a class- ..,.phone, his presence would not be ·: 
· ed to a level above that of normal To the Editors: · room, and a group of surrounding silently questioned. Don't get me 
· human beings. He was a better students, are all indicia of belonging - wrong. If I could do it all over, I 
·. writer than most, a good man, but · ·The color of your skin apparent- to the school. Then again, discrimi- would still compete in the writing 
he had his problems, his faults, just ly dictates whether you will be set . nation has a way of transcending all , competition. I wouldn't have gotten 
as anybody does, and these too apart, · discriminated against, and .· : common sense . . And as I bask in my ?' this far if 1 allowed public opinion should be presented. even have your . freedom stripped " ·last semester at this fine institution, :: and prejudice to bother me. 
- When proof came out recently away. But history prevents these yet another incident has jolted my .. The sad part of all of this is that 
that Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. had facts from shocking the conscience emotions and thrown me back into L 
these 3 years at the National aw Plagiarized parts of his thesis, I of Black people. What is shocking a dim reality. I don't need to reiter-
. Center could have changed my cyn· welcomed such revelations. Not to is how closely the National La.w ate the details because if you have- ical view of the world in general, 
. take anything away for his great Center patterns the •real world: .n't yet heard, there will h,. suffi-
. . f' • and the ,·ustice system in particular. accomplishments as a human being Indeed, if I (m my m mite and cient flyers and articles to inform 
· · · k · d ) h h I Now, I can only go forth wi.th .a · ·or as a leader, but to show the youth now m1sta en · w1s om • t oug t you. What I do need to emphnsize is 
I h I h stronger conviction to help ehm•· 0. r today that having heroes is fine, had seen and heard al t eta est at . that a man's freedom was taken 
nate the atrocities thrust upon my - ~ut they should have an enlightened have. plagued my - race before I · from him last Tuesday~ for no rea- race-, no matter how futile my ef ".' 
'view of them not one of blind faith. came .to this school, I hadn't seen . · son, as he s:it in a school of higher forts mav be • 
.J!'f{e~WWi~ ~~~· ~.u~1.V!~~~yt~~~0k.~ l\' ~ ~ *.~~~~~~~ J.14:>pcfiiU)i\". u.Js*·uow~ A .•Khnberly.-Ga.S~ ~ ,,. ~ ~ _;. 
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1 ,,. . ... . . ·. ·-Iri ·Memoriam 
Michael Kohler 
1965 - 1991 
NLC Class of 1990 
Alumnus' Death Unresolved 
:·{Editor's Note: This story original-
. ly appeared in The Washington Post 
on February 11, 1991.j 
D.C. police said yesterday that a 
26-year-old Jawyer djed Sunday in 
the parking lot of his Dupont Cir-
cle condominium building of "mul-
tiple blunt-force injuries: injuries 
often associated "with a fall or 
similar sudden impact." rather than 
gunshot wounds as initially report-
ed. 
?o\lce sa\d the'i were st\\\ inves-
\\gat\ng the circumstances o( M\-
c\\ac\ i=. "K..o\\\cr•~ death •. r,lC:.on\et · 
was found in the parking lot of.the . 
Appol/ine condoniiriium · building · 
in the 1300 block of New Hamp-
shire Avenue NW Sunday night. 
and was taken to George Washing-
ton University. Hospital, where he 
· died. · " , . . 
said. 
An official said yesterday that 
after an initial autopsy, the D.C. 
Medical EX3miner•s Office deter-
mined that the cause of death was 
"mul1iple blunt-force injuries." 
However, Beverly Coleman-
Miller of 1he D.C. Commission on 
Public Health, which oversees the 
Medical Examiner's Office, said 
neither the cause nor manner of 
death had been determined. 
•1 have no idea why" police are 
s~w\ng o\herwise, Co\eman·Miner 
$a\d; .. ~ = · : · ·. , i ·( . . , :.: ~ · • : ·: ~.;..: ... . ~.-.! ·. ·.· 
? : 
{Editor's.Note: 1Yhether:or.11ot this 
·versio11 of The Washington Post _ -
story is accurate ii still ht questio11. 
011 February II. /99/, .The .Wash-
ington Post stated that the police 
reported Kohler was shol ;,, the hack 
Assault · (Cont'd) 
' from P;ige l 
versity police nrranged 10 l~:ive that sonwone studying in the Ii-
Kevin picked up by Metropolitan brary when singkd out by tlm•e 
Police for the second district. police officl'rs would demand nn 
Kevin w:is taken from second r~pl:ln:1tion or why he was asl'.rd 
district hcndqu:irters to D.C. Gener- lur idl'ntifk:ition, he said. Thl·rc is 
al llospital for injuries sust:iined in 111\ 1'.x1:usc for not providing an 
the arrest. _- While at · the hospital, e>.pl:rn:11ion immediately or not 
Kevin w~is shackled to the seat and ll1n•c1ing m:lltl'rs to the Dl·~11\ 
ret:iined in :i cell in a section dcsig- offkc as requested, he said. 
nated for prisoners, Kevin said. Frit'dl•nth:1I said one of his major 
The police then took Kevin to the go:1ls has l>l•t•n to n.'cruit minority 
Central Cell Block on lndian:i Ave- stulknts :ind f:1culty membl'rs. 
nue where Kevin w:is bookl'd. This inddl•nt should not thw:1rt 
fingerprinted :ind photographed. those long range l'fforts, he said. 
fie was given two sandwiches, a Bb1:k I.aw Students Asso1:i:1tion 
doughnut and koolaid and pllccd in (Ol.SA) nH.•ml>t•rs said th:1t Kt•vin's 
a cell with othl'r detainees, Kevin :int•st is onl' of many instances or 
-·aid. cfr.1:rimin:1tion by Univ<.'rsily l'o-
The Mctropolit:in Police set b:til lict•. In April of 1990, a Afri~:in-
at $5,000. Kevin's brother and A111l•ric:tn studl•nt was confronted 
sister wl..'re able 10 put up $750.00 by uniwrsity polke when he re-
bond, the :unount rcquir<.'d to re- fusl'd 10 show his 1.IJ. after several 
lease Kevin from custody.' Kevin C:1u1..·asi:1ns cnll'rl'd the library in 
left the cell block at approxim:Hdy front of him without bl•ing :1skt•d 
I Jo \v d t · for idt•ntifi~:1tio11. Anotlll'r Afri-: a.m. e nest ay. 
· Kevin was arraigned W<.'dnC'sday ,.:111- '\nll'rk:rn stmknt w:1:: qul'S-
aftcrnoon for simple assault of a timwtl hv l1niwr'iilv p .. lk1• , for 
•sp<.'ci:il police officer." Kevin was standing around the bw school :it 
never chnrgcd with tlu~ft and that night . . 
investigation is still open, L>ircctor •society has preconceived notions 
Goode sait.l. The preliminary hear- as to what people are more likely to 
ing is set for some time in March· be crimin:1ls based strictly on the 
and· trht ·is set for :some time in co~.~r of .. their . ~~iti 1"f(s~~i~ ·' u,.~ .. ~-1~· ~· Ajfri[' >: :;,"1 -..,.,--,.·r · ~~··· • · ~. , ....... ~ .. · ~ · !• · .. ~ ' member dina S1mmL"Kevin·react- ~·-.,., 
· Vice PrcsiJenr for Ac:1de1i1ic :inJ eJ nol only to rhe 'offi'cers cbn·f~b~t·-' 
~rud'-'lllSUJJJ>VI I s~n· ii:l'S lfolwrt A. ing him bul to lhe whole thought of 
Chern:ik is co1ufui:1 in~· :111 incfl~llcn- ; not being trusled. she. said. , . . .. . . 
dent investig:i1ion on beh:llf of the. · Many blacks h:tvc a harJ lime 
University. •r am still in the t'rwt trusting a lcg:il system developed 
finding stage; he s:tid. "I h:iven't ptim:irily by whiles anyway, 
.. µukcn to Kevin yet and don't feel ll.L.S.A. member Angel:t I l:insen 
· I will h:ive a complele picture until s:\id. •1f the sysll'm doesn't work in 
I do.· lie said that 80% of the facts alfa,v si:hool library, where docs it 
Officials · said · yesterday that 
preliminary' information provided 
to the department about the gun-. 
~ shot"wounds apparently was incor-
a11d killed i11 the parking lot of his 
co11domi11ium. 111 respo11se to this 
article, Charles Yothers, the building 
manager of Kohler's co11domi11ium, 
posted the f ollowi11g statemelll 
throughout the units in the condo._ _ 
: . obtained thus far :ire corroborative work"!" she said. · 
~~tect. . _ 
: ·: ~ Instead, a· source ·said, offiCcr 
·: -~ere investigating· whether Kohler · 
'.h~d fallen·· from the roof of the 
~lluilding. 
~?i According to a resident, there is 
~~,pool on the .roof. which is closed 
;{qr .the winter. , · . · . 
· . ~~Kohler, who grew. up in Upper 
St Clair. Pa., outside Pittsburgh, ., ... , . . 
:.w,as a lawyer at the firm of Wiley, 
'.ltein· & Fielding on K Street NW. 
:Wf1ich he joined after receiving his 
"' :law degree from George Washing-
jc)n University Jaw school last . 
spring. 
· · · Barry L. Strauss. the law firm's · 
administrator, said Kohler had 
·graduated in the top 10 percent of 
'his class an~ had a "bright future 
:ahead of him" at the firm. He was 
part of the law firm•s communica-
tions group and had been at work 
much of the day Sunday. Strauss 
mi11ium: 
The above information (Post arti-
cle of February I t} is not correct." 
Police responded to a report of a 
·Shooting and their investigation was 
based on that premise. The autopsy 
report showed deceased had massive 
internal injuries caused from jump.:. 
ing off the roof. The police con-
firmed death by ·suicide at 2:10 
P.M., February 11, 1991. 
Because of the many queries re-
garding security, whis should alle"'.' · 
viate some concerns. At the same 
time, we should all increase our 
viligance and improve personal 
security. Be sure doors are properly 
closed. Don't hold open a door for 
someone you don't know. Be wary 
of strangers and report suspicious 
activily to the desk. 
but wants to reconcile the other - Kevin s:iid he hop<.•s that the 
20%. ch:trgl'S will be droppl'd and cvery-
Chernak is currenlly organizing thing will go away. I le fel..'ls the 
a Student Task force to investigate arrest was motivaled by raci:il ste-
intcrcultur:il problems. fie secs reotypes and that lhe offo:ers 
this incident as an impetus to move thought they did a good job in :ip· 
f orw:ird and 10 incorpor:ile more prchending him, he said. Whrn 
sensitivit.y in procedural :ind s1an- asked whether he pl:ins to sue the 
d:ird opt>rating procedures of lhe school he said he had not dccillcd. 
University, he said. Kevin said he is especi:illy :ippre-
Dcan Friedenthal s·aid he finds ciativc of sludent support and con-
. the entire inCidcnt "most regretta- . CL'rn. 
.. ble ... The bulk of the f:iull rests Chernak, Fril:dcn1hal, Robinson, 
wi1h University police," he s:iid. · U.L.S.A. Pn•sidl'nt Bonita Lewis, 
Friedl·nthal said that while. he did · nnd S.U.A. President Manuel 
nut condom! wrongful sludl'nt a.:- . Jimenez will parlkipale in a race 
livity, lhe police h:1d
1
cvcry oppor- rel:1lions forum moderated by Asso-
tuni1y to :1void sud1 a confront:i- . ciate Professor Jonathan Turley on 
tion. They had a duly to be civil to Wedncsd:iy, Fcbru:iry 27 at 4:15 
:i student, he said. p.m. in LLJOI. Julie Lee, former 
- It is compl<.'tely umk•rst:ind:1hlc SBA Yk"·-Pr~sident, org:inized 1hc 
forum. · 
., 
' ,...., \ \ ( ,. ~ \ \ 
... ~: -  .• :. ) "." ·f I . :.· ·: . . .. 
'I• .: : -. · '. · · · .. u-.cf l ........... . . ~ ·. 
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Jessup Brief Advances to 
International Competition 
by Earl Uehlini tional competition and won sixth 
place. The NLC's 1988-1989 team 
The NL C's Jessup team of Chuck _ beat Georgetown for the regional 
Cosson, Kent Jones, Monica Palko; title and went on to compete in the · 
and Stuart Schwager earned a sec- international round. 
ond-place finish overall and tied · The NLC's ·strong performance 
for best memorial at the 1991 Mid- has not gone unnoticed by other 
Atlantic Regional Jessup Interna- schools in the ·region. Abbie 
tional Law Moot Court Competi- Baynes, coach of this year's team 
tion held February 9 and l 0, 1991 and eighth best oralist in' the 1989-
at the NLC. Cosson also won sec- 1990 competition, says that George-
ond best oralist, while Palko earned town's coach Scott Meyers, also a · 
third best oralist. competitor last year, marvelled at 
As a result of their strong finish, how well the NLC does year after 
the memorial will continue on to year. When Georgetown pulled off 
the International Competition to be the narrow victory on February 10, 
considered for further prizes. Meyers said to Baynes "I guess that 
Twelve teams competed in this settles it once and for all." Baynes 
year's regional. In the preliminary . replied that ·it settled nothing. Wait 
rounds, the NLC took on Pace, · until next year! ... · -~ . 
Johns Hopkins,. Howard, and · This year's team owes its strong 
Georgetown. Going into the semi- performance to hard work and sup-
finals, Georgetown was ranked port from the NLC administration, 
third, Brooklyn second, The NLC faculty, staff, and students. Dean 
third, and Widener fourth. Palko . Robinson helped considerably with 
and · Schwager argued against · logistical matters and attended sev~ 
Brooklyn in the semifinals. Cosson eral of our team's arguments. In 
and Jo'nes then went against preparing for . the competition, 
Georgetown in the final round. · Baynes put the team through a rig-
.. · Jones reports that both sides were orous schedule; In the Cina\ · three 
'~ •iJ\~lt~d wl\h quesl\ons ~ .. •but ln the·- ·AweekS . before · the Competition the . 
... . . . eqd it was a Jot of ru~. ~- The "shell-: . : team practiced tliree days· per:week, 
·:·:· ins". ·isn't surprising considering . ;"three to four hours per session be-
. ·. J that the final round was judged by . · . fore panels of faculty. students, and 
Harry Almond, Michael Hathaway, · .. outside attorneys . . They especially 
and Peter Troobofr -- the Presi- thank · Professors . . Brown. J, 
dent or the American Society of Schwartz, Nolan, Turley, and Stein-
International Law. hardt -- along with last years• team 
· This year's success builds on a members Mike Mazzacone, Arturo 
tradition of excellence established Carillo; and Eric Greenberg for 
by Jessup teams of years past. But their help. 
for a clerical error on the part of · The NLC can also be proud or a 
. last year's administrator. the NLC'~ . ·well-run competition. Joni Charme, 
1989-1990 team would have ad-: · J.D. NLC 1990, a staff attorney for 
vanced to the final round of the the Department of Justice, volun-. 
regional competition. Their memo- , teered to administer the competi-
rial continued on to the interna- tion. It went 9ff without a hitch. 
I'-\. f . tfw_. l. ...... ..,. • . ,, • .. " .. -
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Hess, :connelly Win Giles Rich · 
by Earl Uehling '·· ~ • · ·, . . ' . • • I \ \ > ·!3. Ben Hsing and Dayid Ryser .. 1. 
·. .. . . . '. .( ~ - •. . : ·"' .. ,~ ) 
The team of Adam Hess and The top three individuals in the 
Matthew Connelly won the. 1990- · preliminary round: · ; · ·: ~ '.. , ; i'.: . _: ' : : . · 
1991 in-house Giles · Rich Moot : .. f': · t ; Cheryl Walker : ; t! ·· ·'. ::r.·. ·. ) ~ ·. 
Court Competition and will rep re~. . . . 2 . . Matthew A. Connelly · · . .. -· ;fJ 
sent the' NLC at the Northeastern . i .. J-: T. Cy Walker·· .. , ::::::·: ._ .• , •-:. ': b 
Regional ·or. the· Giles Rich · Moot -! ~ :i i i !i ,_ . :, · . . · : ,. : ; ; : · . • ".: \ ,: .. ·. '.' .: :. ii 
Court "Competitfon ·in· Boston 'on·1 · • . !The top three oral scores in the·.= ' 
March17-19~199L :.' · ·. =-: preliminaryround: ·::: ; : ': : -·_. ,, , ·. ·12 . 
· · ·-Thein-housefinal; heldonFeb~.-; . ·' !:Cheryl Walker·· .. .. · . . _. ;.~ . · 12 . 
ruary 9. was judged by Judges Paul .' 2. Margaret McKinney · . · · ·· >~ 
Michael. · H. Robert · Mayer• ·and . . .. 3 M tth A · Co 11 ·.~ . . Lawrence Margolis. Hess and Con.:: : . . .. . · : . . • . . a. __ e~ _. • ... n~~ --Y . _ .. ._,11 
. nel\yedgedoutT.CyWa\kerand - ~ · '. · '_·: · ' :: · · ·- _- : ·: · ~ - - ·: · :·· .-· ·, .. ··: ···,j 
: . Cheryl Walker. fo~ .the top_ hono.rs!,. ,. .. ~~.top_three .b~1:J;~~res.:~~ ~~:v, 
·· · ·~The ' final · results for •the Giles ·:·::· ·; P~!~minary rounit .· .. :·:· .~ r . i: . · .. . ·/... · 
· Richcompetitionareiufollows: : , •:- ·. ·.· J.BenC.Hsmg . , . . :·,,; .· _ . ; 
· · .•· · . .. : =· · - ~,. ·· · ·: · 2. Sheryl E. LindrOs · · . ~- :: : n . 
· The top three teamS: ' · · · . ~ · : : 3. David G. Ryser ·:= .,_ .. . · : ····:i -. 
. , . . . , . . ·,. , _~ .';U: 
· ·. l ; Adam Hess and Matthew · 
Connelly · . 
2.· T. Cy Walker and Cheryl · 
Walker · · · 
Con'gratulations ·to all p~rticiPantS: : 
and to Sabrina Riddle, Giles Rich 1 b : 
Chair, for a well-run competition • . 
1 . ~ 
~~~"~~"~~1 1 · NLC Creates Public I11te,~c;:st -,·-I 
~ Summer Fellowships -= ; ...... -:· ...... ·1··; : :=~: ·, ~ 
~ • o • • • ·•' •. · • • •• I • • · ·_·, •• • , . , ;. . ~ 
~ : .. . . . , . . . ·. ··. : · ... - · ... ·, - .. .. . . · . " ~ 
~ The .Lo~~ Fo.rgiv~~e~s Co~~it- ~mploymen~· i_n· a 'qtialify~~g publ.ic ~ 
~tee is pleased to announce that the mte_rest pos1ti~n •. The award .\\fill~ 
~ NLC will award ten Public Interest ta~e the '_fo~m of a _S2,5~~ fellow- ~ 
~Summer Fellowships for Jst and ship· f<?r the fal~ s~mest~r of, 1991. ~ 
~2nd year law students who work The . student can re~e1'¥'.e . up !o ~ . 
~this summer for organizations pro_- . ~2,_500. of_ sal~ry~ _fro~. !~~ ~u~l-~~ ~ 
~ viding civil or criminallegalrepre- mtere_st. o~g.am,zat101,1 . .. ,. ·: ". ~ 
~ sentation to clients with economic ,, Apphc.ation ·.forms an~ det:aJled ~ 
~need. · Dean Friendenthal has au- i~fo~mation w111 ·be ~v~dable be:-~ 
~ thorized . $25,000. of fellowship gm_~.mg _March ~. 1991. in t~e c;a:-~ 
~money for these awards. · . . ·-: . · reer Develo~me.nt ~ff1ce . .. C~m- ~ 
~ To qualify, a stude~t must pro-. · plet~~ .. ~pph~!1~,n~ . ~.~e.: .~~~ , ~n ~ 
~ cu~e an .offer of _ fuU~t1m,e s~m-~~r A~~~~ ... :l/;~~·9:1 ·~ : :_'. ·_·, t·'. .. ! ·,:·.' . . : \ · : - ~ . 
. ~ 
. . _, .' , • • ~ ' ' • I ' · • • • • • ' • ) ' , 
Wriie for ihe 'AdVOCate! r: <' 
. . ·: ' .. 
· . Kent Jones, one of the members or NL~'s Jessup Team 
- • • , . , • . ". . ' : . • , , ,. ~. • • • : • • I • 
• ~-·. j 
• ' ,. ""·' , '• - . ·• ' : ,' ~-· • ~ , ..# '. ' • ' • , , · : .- • • ! •, . ~' • ' I ~ " 
• 
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Tenure· C<i'mmittee Solicits 
Student Input · 
by Earl ,Uehllne ·, . 
. Professor Todd Peterson will be 
considered for tenure by the facul-
ty on March 8, _1991. In orde.r to 
. : present a balanced report of _stu-:- , .. . 
dent views to the faculty, the stu- . 
. dent members of the Faculty-Stu-
.. dent Tenure and Promotion Com-
mittee invite any. interested stu-
dents ·to submit comments by 
March 4. 1991. . ·.. - · · 
. Students are· urged to address any . 
: issues relevant to the question of 
. ~; :· whether . tenure should or should 
·_· · not be granted. Comments can be 
. in the form of fodividual letters, 
group letters, petitions, etc... Let-
. ters can be signed or .anonymous. 
From the. Library 
l>y Martha Dr11lch : 
The student members of the 
Tenure Committee, Steve Solomon. 
Kirstein WieJobob, and Earl 
Uehling, will rely on the comme.nts 
in preparing an oral presentat1.on 
for the faculty. Copies of submis-
sions will also be made available to 
faculty members. . 
- Comments should be placed in 
the . Tenure and Promotion Com-
mittee mailbox outside of the SB~ 
office (Burns 40 J). If you don t 
have time to write your comments, 
feel free to talk to any of the com-
. miltee members personally . 
Again, the deadline for com-
ments is March 4, 1991. 
play a role in shaping or focusing 
the research effort, usually they are 
·· As part . of their instruction . in not the best place to begin research 
legal research, all National Law on an unfamiliar topic. 
Center students are introduced to LEXIS and WESTLA W should be 
·. L'F.XlS and WESTLA W. the two used to identify relevant documents, 
· maiot coml)utet-au\\ted \ega\ te- · not to deliver them in full. tut. 
, · ,,eau:.\\ s~tem\ •. : -._ One iml>Qt\ant ?tint\ng documents \s.·a s\ow. c~!"- , 
: · e\ement \u tn\S· in\truct'lon is the benome and unecono'mical way to. 
'. role of computer:-assisted legal -· obtain a copy, and ries up terminals · 
research in the. overall research so that they are unavailable for 
· process . . The unr~strained access research purposes. lt is more sensi-
Kelman t~ Spea~"-During 
Belva Lockwood Week · 
by Chris Laneello 
Sta!f Wnltr 
Mark G. Kelman, Stanf~rd Law 
School Professor of Law• wJll speak 
as part of the Enrichment Program 
on Monday, March 4, at ~;l.S P·~· 
in Lerner 20 l. The to~1c . of .h1s 
. talk will be • Antidiscnmrnat&~n 
and Antimaterialism; Can Fe?11-
nists Evade the Critiqu~ of Soc1al-
ism?• · . 
KeJman's talk takes place durrng 
. Belva Lockwood Week, which hon-
ors the first woman graduate of the 
NLC. Jn addition to Kelman's talk, 
the Honorable Gladys Kessler• 
Associate Judge, Superior Court of 
the District of Columbia, will speak 
at NLC as part of Belva Lockwood 
Week. The topic of Kessler's talk 
will be "The Courts' 1.mpact on 
Families.• 
Born in New York City in 1951, 
Kelman attended Harvard College, 
D.A. 1972, summa cum laudt in 
Social Studies, Phi Beta Kappa; and 
Jfarvard Law School, J .D. 1976, 
magna cum laude. 
While in law school, Kelman 
worked with the Fund for the City 
of New York, and upon graduation 
became the Director of Criminal 
Justice Projects. In addition, Kel-
man clerked at Rowley and Scott 
during the summer of 1975. 
Jn 1977 Kelman became a pro-
· fessor at Stanford Law School, and 
since that time he has principally 
taught legal theory, criminal law, 
taxation and property . 
Kelman has written two books, A 
Guide to Critical legal Studies 
(1987) and What Followed Was Pure 
Lesley (fiction)(l973). He has also 
published over twenty articles. 
covering such topics as "The Social 
Cost of Inequality,• •Trashing; and 
•A Critique of Conservative Legal 
Thought.• 
The talk will take place on Mon-
day, March 4, at 4:15 p.m . In Ler-
atr 20 I. The Enrichment Program 
was established to enhance the 
extracurricular intellectual life of 
the law school and exemplifies the 
benefits of our District of Columbia 
location. Students, staff and faculty 
are strongly encouraged to attend. 
students have to LEXIS and WEST- ble to print a list of citations and 
LAW through the library's educa- then to read the full text in printed by Donna Burrtll i•.n.s. 1•1NCllUACK 
. tional use agreement. however, sources. Another option is to srafTWrilrr Pinchback, the son of a freed 
may leave students unprepared to download a document to a disk. In sl:lve and 
3 
white !:ind owner. was 
' Advocate Salut~ 
Black History Month 
· make the best use of these research law firm libraries, of course, LEXIS The Advocatt salutes Black His- the first non-elected black gover-
tools in law practice. and WESTLA W may provide the tory Month by recognizing black nor in America. llis term as gov-
- The paramount . value of the full text or needed documents with- leaders who advocated for change. ernor of Louisiana, which beg:in on 
. coiiipUter- assistedres .. rchsystems out requiring the firm to subscribe MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. December 
9
• l872. ended abrupllhy 




• 18 73. All houg 
mentsrete ... t to a legal problem reparter, periodical, code, and cita- the conscience of America through on I Y in office for 4 3 days_, he 
or action. Often, they enable the tor. non-violence. King, confronted g::iined recognition from Presade~t 
, mearcher to identify cases, stat- · ·LEXIS and WESTLAW are com- the oppressive and dehumanizing Grant. Following his brief lerm in 
: · utes, or ·· other . documents that monly available in law firms, but lawsenforcedagainstblackAmeri- . offJ'ce he w::is elccred to the U.S. 
- -·would be difficult, unduly time- use of these systems is usually close- ca with non-violence. lie advocat- Senate, becoming the first black 
: . consuming, or impassible to find ly monitored. As in every othir ed change by marching through the d to the 
.. · using . traditional print sources. aspect of its practice, the firm must f · d. Louisian::in to be electe 
streets o America, respon 1ng to eo~n"te. lie .
15 
noted as :in advoca. te LEXIS and WESTLAW allow· the· · ensure that services performed on the violence inn ted by the estab- ~ • 1y
researcher to bypass the index and the client's behalf are necessary, lishment with non- violence. He for equal rights in every capacJ 
turn directly to the documents appropriate, and cost-effective. : . was often noted as saying• To meet he served. 
· themselves to find the desired Law firms frequently require that hate with retaliatory hate would do DOUGLAS WILDER 
. terms. They also allow the re- online research by associates be nolhing but intensify the existence Douglas Wilder, the ~rands1~~t~! searcher to combine terms, defin- ; ;. approved in advance by the super- of evil in the universe. Hate begets· slaves became the farst e ing the inquiry With more particu- . vising partner. · In addilion, the · hate; violence begelS violence; , black iovernor. In 1989 he ~eca~e 
.. 
Jarity than an index or digest per-: . : printing of any document available toughness begets a greater tough- ·. governor of Virginia, winning Y 
mits. Researchers can identify · . in ·the firm's library is generally ness.• Marlin L•lher King. Jr.: approximalely 7,700 votes; He~:~~ 
opinions written by particul~r · · prohibited. Online.research is billed The Making of a Mind, John J, resents the gains for whach B . 
judges or cases handled by certain · to the client, and associates are ac- Ansbro. . Americans continue to strive. 
firms inquiries that are not accom- . countable for the costs they incur. _ THURGOOD MARSHALL . . . BOOKER T. w ASHINGTON · 
moda ied by most traditional re- >. .. · LEXIS and WESTLA W. wonder- Thurgood Marshall advocated for . · . Booker T. Washington confronted 
search sources. . - · fut as they are, must be understood change via interpretation of the the · disenfranchisement of Bl.ack . 
In order to make the best use of · in the context of competent legal Constitution. His impact on· the Americans by promoting education. 
the computer's capabilities, sophis- .. . . . researi:h. and .of the realities of law Supreme court was present long · As · an educator, he founded 
ticated researchers usually · begin '" · ·' ifractice: · · ''.~ ·( before he became a Justice on the . · . Tuskegee Institute on an old pla.nta· 
elsewhere, turning to computerized '(!~·~. . Court. He argued 32 cases before .. . tion in Alabama. Tuskegee Institute 
sources only after they have \~ , . / the Supreme Court, of which 29 he · · : provided a . place · where Black 
learned enough about the topic to ~;:_;,. - ·· ~ . ·won. One of the most noted cases . .Americans could become educated 
construct a successful search. Al- . · 4 , . -'.- ;..-=.7-~-~ ·~ j · he argued was Brown v. Board. o( : · : ·and self sufficient. Prior to the 
thovgb-l:iOX.JS.eOO.W"-1'~ ~-- . - .--.. E_ducalio11, in wh ich he argued for . : .. founding of Tuskegee, Washington 
school desegregation. · · . _ shared his education with farmers . . ~ .s . 
• h , •• ~ • • •• ' .; •• 
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New Administration, New Challenges 
by Manny Jimenez 
I would like to thank everyone . 
for electing me to office. I am 
very excited to begin my new ad-
ministration. When I began my 
official duties last week, my agen-
da included strengthening the mi-
nority community at the law 
school, ensuring that some type of 
grade reform is implemented, and 
continuing to diversify and 
streamline the job search for all 
students. With the security inci-
dent that occurred in the law 
school on Tuesday February 19, the 
first part of my agenda has taken 
:., room of the Marvin <.:enter on Sat-
. urday. March 2 after the show 
(about JJ :OO p.m.). There will be a 
funky DJ and plenty to drink (both 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic). It's 
·going to be a great party. I hope 
you all come. 
. · . . . , . 
STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
ELECTIONS 
. • :!~ ~~~ ~·:--.:. :· 
.,.>" ~· • 
;.:~ ... : i: • 
, J;· · ..,.:_ 
t\ 
.. 
by Carlos Naida · :. ·· 
. ··'·. .· . . , 
For those of you who don't Congratulations .· to 'all ··newly 
know what the Student Association elected SBA Representatives and 
· is, it is the student government of executive staff members! The SBA . 
the entire university. Yes, that's experienced tremendous progress 
right, the President of this organiza- during the Wilson/Lee administra·- , 
tion represents you as a graduate· tion and judging by the talent and · 
studerit of the university. I plan to enthusiasm of the current ·Board; ·.· 
··work closely with the SA on law the coming year will be even more 
school issues and university issues. beneficial for the NLC community. 
After attending a candidates Personally, I'm psyched to have the · · 
, forum for graduate students on opportunity to work with Manny 
Thursday, February 21, members of and the new Board, and I know 
the SBA endorsed Kyle Farmbry for ~ere going to ha~e a great year! 
Student Association President and · 
.. David Parker(ourown 2nd yearlaw ·· PREOR_l~NTATION;WEEKEND ' ~. ,. , . 
-------------------- student) for Executive Vice Presi-
. . _·-: :: . ... · . '· · · · 
• .. , . • • ., • - t •· •• • • 
Interested students should sign up 
on the sheet on the SBA door 
(B401) or contact Hank Fradella, 
Director of Orientation. Take a 
break from outlining . and share 
your law ·school insights. · First 
years are especially encouraged to 
help out! . . 
- . ~econdary 
·Source 
. · coNSTITUTIO~ COMMITTEE 
I • . . 
· The SBA is also looking for stu- · . 
dent members for the Constitution- .. . 
al Review · Committee~ Anyone 
with student government or legisla-
. tive . drafting experience, . or who .,, 
wants to have input into the struc-
ture and function ·· of ·the · SBA,·· : ~ 
should drop a note in my box (IL) 
or stop by the SBA; :· · , 
'111 nny S1neaks .. dent of the S.A. ,The elections for Mold .young minds, eat free . ! .• .• •. · · ;:' ·. 
lf.l..Q 'l' . '. :! thesetwopositionsandfortheposi.,;, . food, drink BEER! The SBA needs' . [Naid · · h 1991 91S.BA ~· ; 
·! tion or NLC Senators will be held studentstovolunteerapproximately .· . au 1 e.. .- ... · ·: ice · r 
::,• t~·::;~~i~'o~m;.•:•:~~:;,,! ~~.~~~;~S:::;.!'~b~:~'§.12~1~:t .· . ~:c~i~~7i~t ;J.':'~~~,:'~~J'::: ; ::,: . P'.~s•d_;::;,; :~. . . :~ ~'.: :~ . : ,. :~ · .. .. . ~..  '! 
. '. .. ..... ~agenda• is .not a set_ or . my ownJ ........ _.fcw.moments in_your day.to ex.er- ... Law Center~· · .The dates · ror 'P~e~" · '. ~ · · .· ··': ' · ·~~·· ii..... - "' 1 : ~ : . '. · · : .: , 
priorities to be tulfilJed no matter .. . cise your right to vote. . ... . · :· .· .,. ~rj~Jl~~~.i.'?!'! ~,r~ .~-~fil .l~~-h ~~d .. J~t.~::1.:i 1~ •• : :: ~ ;"" . 'i ~~g;'..,~" : ':, : · ein::-v ,. "·' ., ;::·. ·~ 
-· ·. what events occur during my ad- · ~ -'· ~· ·• :1, : : - ;~:·-'~~ -· ~ ~:· .:. r~: ·~·~ o- ·! '."°\':' -~ \ . .. .. .. . . .. ·.·. ~.-. .. :=· --. · · ... . :·::• r 
., .. mini~t~ati~n. The ~ver-rising cost . . ~REORIENTATION ~EE~EN~ -f"~ 
of tuJt1on 1s also an important con- r~ ~:; · _(· :r · · ,~ · :' .1; ·~ ;"':, ! ': · ·.:= : .. · ~ .. ~.:_ 
cern with which I will work with Preorientation ~ weekend will be 
the administration on and keep you on the weekend of Friday, ApiH 12 ·. · . 
informed. If you see me around and Saturday, April 13. I reaHze · 
school or want to stop by the SBA , ._ thatthis is the weekend immediately. 
office, feel free to voice your own , ; preceding the accepted students• 
interests. My own office hours are . deadline of April 15, . but. due ·to · 
10:00-11:00 a.m. and 4:00-5:00 p.m. r; scheduling problems with the· two' 
on Mondays, but if you stop by the .l preceding weekends (religious holi-
office, chances are I'll be there. ,, days) this weekend was the .. only: 
. UNIVERSITY FORUM ON · 
RACE RELATIONS 
choice. More details to come later. · 
I am extremely troubled over To· be an effective president, I 
the arrest of Kevin Turner, a 2nd . must have an active and responsible 
year law student. After students, cabinet. My whole cabinet has yet 
faculty, and administrators voiced to be appointed. but I have the 
their concerns to me about the pleasure ot announcing the fallow~ · 
incident, the SBA in conjunction · . ing appointments: Sky Woodward, · 
with the BLSA has organized · a · Secretary; Lisa Jennis, Treasurer; 
panel of administrators and Art Arthur, Finance Board Chair-
stude.nts to discuss the race rela- · : man; Jon Kopp, Vice Pres id en t for · . 
tions at GW. The forum will be at 1 Special Projects; Dirk Haire, Social · 
4:1S p.m. on Wednesday, February : Chairman; Hank Fradella~ Director. 
· 27 in LLlOI. I encourage all stu- · of Orientation and First Year Pro-
dents, faculty, and administrators grams; Tonya Kaye, ABA Repre-
to attend and ask direct questions . - sentative; and Fred Thrasher, COO, 
in the hopes that they will receive · · · Liaison. · 
direct answers . . 
: LAW. REVUE PARTY 
·The annual Law Revue party . 
will be held in the third floor ball-
I 
{Jimenez is :the . 1991-91 '. S.B.A. 
President] · 
.. 
··~ • • .. I 
., • • ~i ~ ... ' . ~ ·~ .. . . . 
.. :- ·; 
.... . . 
. . , ... ,· ' . . .: . .. ·. ~ ' 
. . . \ ... -: ~ . . . . ; , ·. 
... · . ,. . 
., · . . 
" I • 
. ~ · . ' .. . : . 
• ·.: t ' . . _; ... .. . . ": 
. • ~: . \ • • ' • • J. . • • 
> ; ~ ~ ' ' r I 
•• 
· ... : r · ,._ . ; . . ;~ _:· ~ . • ?. 
_. _ .. . ·. ·c :~ - --~ ~"' . · · · .. .. · ;,, • • • •• l • 
' ~ ' . ; .. 
. ', . l . . . ~ 
. . 
I • • ' : .~ ' I ,· • ' • I" l • o •• \ • "° • ,•, • ' .. • • ~· ; "' 
.. .. ; . -. . l ..• 'l . .. . ' . 
J: .. ·"'·:.: :/:.: : , ~ - - ~ · . , -~ .. ~ .<; ; ;; _~! ~ ; ~ _; 
· ·: ~· ; . , ..... : :-,;·; , ;, . t . ; r • . : ." , :.: .. , . · · 1 
• , • ~· ; ; : I • • , : ,. • \ • \ ~ ' • • • • • 
·Wednesday February-'27th· · :.·;, . ·= 
. . . . · :. : ' ·- ··· - - ~ - ~ .. . ,· r ... :~• : ;~ · · ._ ~ 
· .. 1 ••· 
. tr. :: . .. ~ .. ~ . . . 
: ,! 
·•· ,• 'a • •I 
. . ' . ... . ~ . : '• . .. ... . ~- . . 
. · . Panelists: · · · · · ~ · · · · · 
Vice President Chernak, Vice President for Academic ~ siiident 
. . Support Services . , ..-_ . , .. . . : -. . · · 
· · : · · Dean Friedenthal, Dean of the NLC . · . , . . 
Dean Robinson, Dean for Students and Administf'a!ive Affairs 
Bonita Lewis, BLSA President '· ,; . 
.. · : ._:Manuel Jimenez, SBA President . ·:· ..... , _c' 










· .,. • 1.· . ;·" ". · ·· ~ . Moderator: Professor Turley '.r .. :-- :, ~ ... , ,; · • • ~ . ._ , 
. l, .-
,;\ ·.· ... .- . . . . . . . ~ .. ... . : .. .... . · . . 
. . :· . . \ . 
' ' ..: I 
~ · i .- · , ~ - --~ :·: • • ., ·. ·· ~· • . ~ . ! · ~~-.-~ '~ .:, _ -~·:. :. ~ r: ~: · .. . iUi:.,Cb ;-_ ~r1 
._ - · !1;,)?n ifi ~.s:Yt •• :i;--~~~~J'} .'r . E ~i.~-r.~·j ___ ~~-: : :;£:1: · •. b~J..:l}f .. ~·l 1i;:!i(! ,v ('i:/.\':\~ \·)_:~~~).:1_. 
._ ____________ "'!""'" ______________  , __ ... , .... __ ....,._.._ ... ..... ,~- -~..,Jill 
· ~-.;~ r:::~, ~fr v :i.oi ~1>~1. (J!, ~j 11 li '1~1 .l)(i-.; " .. · -. · '· . t. ~ ~J i;~ ~·~pu; li; .;~r,i cb~ 
.•. ,~· ~:· , . · . : , · ~ . · . ;- >· __ ,. .· ,.,,.. - ,· · : ·, ,,. . 
. ' . . ... ~~ ' ' .. _, ... :- .··. .. . ...... , '"'t ' " ! · . ' . ·······•· . ...... ·: ... ' '- " .";' ....: . ;; 
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STUDENT -~GOVERNMENT 
Political Mumbo Jumbo 
... · ... .... 
by Lisa so.tlr 
It seems like spring, therefore, it 
must be time for campus-wide 
elections. Before you yawn and 
turn over and hit the snooze button 
yet again to wake you up when ' 
· spring break arrives, you may ac-
-~, tually want to open one eye and -
pay attention for a couple minutes 
to this year's Student Association 
elections (FEBRUARY 27 & 28). 
In the next few days, the candi-
dates' wiU be in the first floor of 
Stockton, pumping your hands, 
pushing flyers and palm cards, and 
putting up entire rainforests' worth 
of posters outside. The SBA, and 
The Hatchet will endorse candidates 
for the SA Presidential and Execu-
tive Vi~e Presidential races. The 
Law Schoo\ Senatorial candidates 
wi\\ a\\ be running around, garner-
ing support from you. . Copies of 
the constjtutional amendment that 
is up for referendum will drift 
through the halls. In the midst of 
all this, you have to choose your 
candidates and vote. To make 
things easier this year, law students 
can only vote in the first floor -
Stockton polls; however, the walkie 
talkies and phone connections of 
the past couple years are just ghosts 
of Christmases past. ·This year. 
GW's elections jump into the 20th 
century by using computer voting, 
so the wait to vote should be re-
duced from last year's ten-to-fif-
teen minutes to two or three. 
TWO DAYS AT THE RACES: 
Not only are there hotly contested 
races for SA President, SA Execu-
tive Vice President and Law School 
--- Senator, an amendment to the Stu-
f 
dent Association Constitution cre-
ating a Student Judiciary is on the 
ballot as a referendum. All of these 
are important to law students, as 
they determine money and due 
· process for law students and law 
student groups. _ 
SA President: The SA President 
is the elected leader of all students 
at George . Washington, including 
law students. Last year, as some of 
· you may.recall, the SA Presidential 
race held some interest for law 
school students because a law stu-
dent was running. This year. al-
though no law student has his or her 
hat in the ring, there are four seri-
ous undergraduate candidates for 
this office: Kyle Farmbry, Gary 
Frank,· Katrina Mortensen, and 
Robert Tucker. Katrina and Robert 
are still in the trenches battHng it 
out; however, Kyle and Gary have 
picked up most of the endorsements 
of the student groups on campus. 
SA Executhe Vke President: The 
SA Executive Vice President is the 
Chair of the Student Association 
Senate, the SA's legislative body. 
This year, two candidates are run-
ning for this sometimes thankless 
job. 'I'he incumbent. Dave Parker, · 
I 
Outside Scoop· · 
is a secona-year law student and 
was an undergrad at GW. The chal-
lenger, John Knadler, is a junior 
who has been a member of the 
Marvin Center Governing Board. 
Various graduate student groups 
have given Dave Parker their en-
dorsements, while undergraduate 
groups have split the~r endorsements 
between the candidates. 
National Law Senators: The Law 
School Senators are your voice in 
the SA and to the University at . 
large. For only the second time in . 
recorded institutional memory, the 
race is a contested one, with three 
candidates · interested in the two 
: • TUI PROFISSIONAL TYPING. WORD paoas.gNG 
' ANO TYPESElllNG arrn:a .· _-
' . 887-0771 
. ' 
. LEGAL TYPING -- llsUMES - COVER LE1TERS 
THESES- omERTATIONS -TERM PAPERS . 
LEGAL BRIEFS 
~udHI DiscouDll 
. . l_ 
· •1tusb Jobi a Specialty , 
: 2021 L Smet. N.W •• Suite ;so Hours: Weekdays I ~ 7. Sat. 10 - S . t 
I -I 
I ••• • I I - ••z • Q I ''CdCC • 1 
He visited farmers and advised them 
on how they could make better use 
of their land. 
PATRICIA ROBERTS HA~RI~ 
Patricia Harris graduated ~irst in 
her class from George Washington 
University School of Law where _s_he 
was a member of the law Rev!~"'· 
She served in several capac1t1es 
throughout her life. She had a suc-
cessful career in education at 
Howard University, where she be-
came the first black fem ale in the 
country to head a law faculty. In 
l 979 she was appointed Secretary of 
Health Education and Welfare, and 
advoc•;ted for an end to residenti:il 
discrimination. 
SOJOURNER TRUTH 
Sojorner Truth, who was born 
into slavery, was freed by the New 
York State Emancipation Act o( 
1827. Throughout her life she ad-
vocated for the equality of blacks 
and women. She was a supporter of 
the Anti-Sl:ivery movement and 
spoke at the National Woman•s 
.-
· Rights Convention in 1850. She is 
remembered as a dynamic lecturer. 
HARRIET ROSS TUBMAN · 
Harriet Tubman, born a slave, 
. dedicated her life to freeing slaves. 
She went to the South and supplied 
slaves with help on how to get to the 
free states. However, she is most 
noted for escorting blacks via routes 
on land and sea to freedom. She is 
known as the conductor of the Un-
derground Railroad. Despite the 
Fugitive Slave Law which brutally 
penalized slaves who escaped to 
freedom. Harriet Tubman persisted. 
ELLEANOR ELDRIDGE 
· Elleanor Eldridge is noted for 
being an amateur lawyer. When 
her brother was imprisoned, despite 
the lack of legal training, she served 
as his lawyer. After representing 
him at trial he was acquitted. In 
addition to her lawyering skills, she 
was known for business acumen. 
She was not discouraged by the state 
of black America in the 1800's :ind 
established numerous small busi-
nesses. 
positions . . Todd Baka I. a newcomer the University's Student Guide to . ., 
to GW campus politics, Tonya Rights and Responsibilities. The · 
Kaye, the present Graduate Sena- Student Court would replace th~ .• 
tor-at-.Large. and . Anthony . ., ,, p~esent.~rovis\o~s .~hat r~quir~.~uc~ '.: · . . 
· Kreuger, ·the · present First Year , dispute~ to be appealed to :i Un1ver- . _"_ , 
Graduate Senator-at-Large, are all sity he~ri~g ~o~rd who ?ow refuses · 
contending for your votes. to take JUrisd1ct1on over mter-group 
Amendment Creatine a Student squabbles. Even though it sounds 
Judiciary: The SA Senate passed borin~, it is a necess:iry amendment 
this amendment overwhelmingly at that gives groups that feel ~ron~ed 
its meeting in early February; now a ~eu~ral place ~o have the1.r claims 
it's your turn to vote it into Jaw. adJ~d1c~ted w1.'h.out .get!mg the 
The proposed Student Court will Un1vers1tr ~dm1n1strat1~n involved. 
have jurisdiction over disputes be- In add1t1on to all this fun, th<! 
tween students and student groups winners and losers will be feted and 
arising from (gotta love that lawyer announced at Georg.e's, on the 5th 
talk!) actions or inactions of student floor of th.e Marvm Center, on 
groups that violate a student's or Thursday night after 9 p.m. All 
group's rights under the constitu- students are invited, and beer may 
tions governing the action or under be served. 
. Vote on Wednesday & Thursday! 
Located in the 
Esplanade Mall 
iggo K St., N.Y!/. 
I SANDWICH SPECIAL I . , 
c 
......... -..11.1o~ ­
-'•Y Saaol•lcll $ } ' • . '....... 
I 
_ _ M-F 1:30 A.M. - u:OO P.M.i 
•Phone Ahead 
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Mendez on Human Rights in Colombia.· 
by Brian Mau · · . . · . . Staff Writer working with Colombian landown- base of the guerrillas' support in the 
ers, drug l?rds an~ paramilitary .- countryside. . · 
Approximately 40 students at- g!oups. Mendez said that human- Peasants are forced to join para-
tended a presentation at the Na- ngh.ts abu~es have es.cala!ed dra- military groups or face being killed 
tional Law Center on human rights . maticaJly i.~ Col~~bia s~nce the or tortured as gueriJla sympathizers. 
abuses in Colombia on February dr.u~ war. i~tensified with U.S. while the military provides support 
13. The program, entitled •Behind military aid m 1989. . . in the f~rm of intelligence and cov-
!he Cocai~e W~rs: Human Rights These . abuses, which mclude er-up operations through individual 
rn Colombia,• was sponsored by the forced disappearances, ?1assacres, . high-ranking officers. In addition, 
Movimiento Legal Latino and the t?rture and the destruction of en- there ar.e numerous instances where 
Amnesty International Legal Sup- tare tow~s, have been depicted_ in · · the military has violated the inter-
port Group. The event featured a the media as the work of the drug natic>nal humanitarian standards on 
talk by Juan Mendez, Executive barons acti_ng alone, but there is · the laws of war by firing indiscrim-
Director of Americas Watch, a substantial documented evidence of inately on civilians in rural towns 
human rights group founded in American and Colombian military . and villages . . · . 
1981 to monitor and promote the ~er~onnel w~rking directly and . . Mendez noted . that Americas 
observance of free expression and indirectly with the drug cartels Watch supports the right of any 
other internationally recognized they ~re supposed to be wiping out. · · government to protect itself from 
human rights in Latin America. Mendez stated that the notorious .. armed insurrection. but distin-
His presentation was followed by a Medellin cartel and other drug . guished that right, stating that 
showing of a recent BBC documen- !ords have substantial investments "There are certain 'rights under in-
tary about the :ittle-known war m t~e repressive, landholding sys- · ternational law · that can never · be 
being fought in the jungles of Co- tern m Colombia so they participate suspended: 
tombia. in the paramilitary crusade to crush · The Amnesty group recently set 
·Mendez. who recently returned the.peasant groups seeking land and up a table in the NLC lounge to 
from investigations in Colombia, social reform. He went on to say collect signatures on a letter to be · 
cited facts and statistics document- that the Colombian government's sent to the President of Colombia 
ed in a new report by Americas greatest failure is the inability to asking for an immediate investiga~ 
Watch entitled, The ,. Drug JV ar" in con_trol t~e paramilitary violence fa · . tion into the case of Hernando Pin-
·Law , Review -~ · 
Journal 
Competition 
The George Washington - Law 
Review and The George Washington 
Journal of International Law and 
Economics wilt be holding their 
writing competitions for new mem-
bers over spring break. All first . 
: year day students and second year 
· evening students are eligible · for 
membership. · · The · competition 
packet will be available after 5:00 
p.m. on Friday. March 15• 1991. 
T.he Law Review requires that the 
competition be returned by 5:00 
· p.m. on Monday, tdarcli 18th. For 
the Journal .. the competition must 
be postma.rked by Friday, March · 
. 22, 1991. . . 
An informational meeting · re- .· · . 
garding the competitions will . be . · 
held on Thursday, March 7th. The · 
time and place will be announced. 
·\ 1 , . 
Co/Jmbia: The Neglected Tragedy whic~ hi~h-tevel military officials to, a peasant leader who has been . 
of. Political Violence. The ps- are amp~icate~. The Colombian . · repeatedly threatened and detained .. ·. 
. page .. repor.t.~~ac~s , the _compl~x ., army works ":' 1~h American military \ by param.ilitaty groups responsible · · .. : :i . .>, 
connection between the Colombian· . : ~ . advi~ors to fi&ht the severa\.atmed 1 :>. for. the executions· of numerous ." · .·\ .. 
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I LA w SCHOOL· NE·WS' . .. 
NLC Reactions to Student's Arrest 
by Renee Webb · 
Sta!f Wniw 
The incident occurring Tuesday, 
February 19, involving Kevin 
Turner and several members of the 
campus-based "special police force• 
has spurred an overwhelming ru-
mor mill, numerous notices posted 
throughout the NLC. as well as a 
Jetter from Dean Friedenthal to all 
NLC ·students. Regardless of the 
outcome of any Utigation stemming 
from this event. what happened to 
Kevin Turner that day has and will 
have an impact on students of this 
school. the reputation of the NLC1 / · 
~ ., . the NLC's ability to recruit Afri- . 
can-American students, and con-
cerned faculty and staff. 
Ke.-ln Turner, 2L, told The Ad-
vocate that he no longer feels com-
fortable gofog to the library. 
Turner .said. "The beh3vfor of the 
police, I believe adamantly, is en-
couraged and rewarded. Cle:irJy 
with the resources of the Universi-
ty they can accomplish their objec-
tives. If they didn't want this type 
o{ thing to occur, they could stop 
\\. Futlhetmote. b\ack \ludents ate 
. \:>e\ny,, be-a.\-'1\' and b-a.t-a.ssed \:>'i \be 
' , 'fCt'i tieo~\e . \\\e'i ate 't)'a:y\ng \o 
'. · protect them · ..-. l always knew that 
,r' if I stayed here long enough it 
would happen. It was a surprise 
, that it happened on Tuesday, but 
not that it happened." 
When Turner w:is asked why he 
did not show his identific:ition, 
Turner responded, ·why didn't 
Rosa Parks get up." /Editor's Note: 
Rosa Parks is an A/rica11-AmC'rica11 
female. who is best k11o w11 for re-
fusing to surrender her SC'at to a . 
Caucasia11 passenger i11 a public 
lra11sit bus. Parks' actio11s are be-
lieved by many lo be the spark 
.. which ignited the civil rights move-
\ men{ of the 1960's.) 
or those arrected, it is harder to 
imagine a group of students more 
likely to feel the impact than the 
African-American students at the 
, NLC. Edward Delk, IL, said since 
the incident, "It is with genuine 
fear that I walk through the library. 
Any black man could be arbitrarily 
arrested at any time. What can 
make me safe from arbitrary arrest 
and confinement?• · . . · 
Karen Y. Roberts, 3L, stated, •1 
am not a black man, but I feel 
threatened. This is not a safe envi-
ronment for black people.• 
When asked whether the incide.nt 
was motivated by racial tension, . 
Courtney Billups, lL, answered, 
'7he."security was not very profes-
sional, but what they did reflects 
their overall policy. This problem 
doesn't just affect black students, it 
affects all students at this universi-
ty." 
Many Caucasian students won-
dered why Kevin Turner refused to 
show identification to the officers, 
thereby· escalating' the situation. 
When Causasian students were 
asked about whether they felt the 
NLC remained a safe environment 
for them, all that I spoke with said 
that the incident did not affect their · 
confidence that they were safe. 
Dino Panaeopoulos, JL, expressed 
· both regret over what had happened 
and mixed feelings over what actu-
ally led to the severHy of the situa-
tion. · He said, "I think the whole 
incident is a tr:igedy. From what I 
have read in The Hatchel I think the 
officer was probably out of line, but 
that both parties prob:ibly over re-
acted which escalated the situ:Jt ion.• 
Pan:igopoufos added that if he were 
Kevin Turner, ·1 probably would 
have done the same thing.• 
The consequences to the NLC's 
reputation and the law center's abil-
ity to attract African-American 
s\udet\\s i.n \he future is uncertain. 
S\\~ncu A\dr\d&e, 'lL, said \hat ht . 
was ashamed of what had happened"·· 
and that he did not want his law 
school to h:ive this type of a repur:i-
tion (for discrimfo3fing against Af-
rican-Americ:in srudentsJ. Wher 
asked about the disproportion3tely 
sm:ill number of Africnn-American 
students at the NLC, Aldridge com-
mented,"We need bro:ider involve-
ment from non-minority students to 
boost the number of minority stu-
dents at this school . The current 
administration is not moving fast 
enough.• · 
Faculty are also concerned with 
what impact this may have on the · 
student" body. One member of the 
faculty commented, •whatever trig-
gered th~ incident whether negli-
gence, failure of communication or . . 
rac1sm, the end resuf t is the· same-
one. of our students ends up hurt." 
Although many students are 
deeply troubled by the circumstanc-
es surrounding the altercation, what 
~appened cou.ld have a far reaching ~ 
impact aff ectmg student insecurity 
over their safety at the NLC, the 
. law school's reputation within aca-
demia, and the NLC's ability to 
recruit African-American students 
in th~ years to come. One can only 
hope that by talking and listening to 
~JI _who have been affected by this 
mc1dent that something good will 
come out of it. 
A Song for PEACE 
by 
Judith A. Fishel 
A song for PEACE 
One voice at first, 
A hopeful child 
Singing out in verse 
It may start very so/I 
This song for PEACE. 
One voice, then two. 
The 11umbers, increasing, 11ever cease 
The child grows 
As more voices join i11. 
The song/ or PEACE 
Grows stronger from withilr 
Like that newborn babe 
JV ailing oul • / am here·, 
Hungering people 
Come out, join br. and cheer 
Young and old. 
With mu/Ii-colored voices singing as one, 
/lands entwined, 
The so11g for PEACE has begu11 
They sing ii slrong 
As the world unites 
To join all 11a1io11s 
In wo11drous delight 
They never knew, 
Though they strived all life long, 
What it meant to be /ree 
of their hea11y bonds 
i 
A so11g /or PEACE · 
Su11g lo a clear blue sky 
Nations raise lheir heads 
And heed its remarkable cr.i• 
And 011 a11d on 
Growing stronger wilh each 110/e, 
A song for PEACE 
That this 011e child wrote 
llS melody spreads 
As the child's dream comC's alive 
The song for PEACE 
For which the whole world now strivC's 
As the child grows older 
The song is now a symphony 
People' no longer alone and scared 
Rather a unified /amily 
This child, now grown, 
Becoming wrinkled and gray, 
Wonders about the song 
Begun that fateful day 
Would it continue? 
Would it go on? 
Or would they simply forget 
The words to this precious song 
But the child, now g;own 
. Smiles a hearty grin ' 
Even as the life . 
Peacefully leaves from within 
The song for PEACE 
Will spread far and wide 
· As people understand 
They need not hide 
·For as' this child now k · 
The song for PEACE gone, new_Jrom the start 
A h can never die 
-
,. 
s eac lo be born is tau ht h . • 
~ And continues lo spread f1s ! e/mluacu/ous tune . 
!......-,... •••• ~~··· ......... 4 .............. •-•••··~-....... , •• ~.;......... ...... .,...~-.----•-~:e.e~~~~~-~-t·~--~-~-~·~·~~~ ... ~~- ~-~~~·~~~J~oy~u~c~r~y~~~~;a~~~ ..................................  ~ .................................. _, 
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GWU Student Association 
Candidates' Statements . . _ 
Baka/ Kaye Krueger' 
TODD A. BAKAL 
As a member of the Faculty-Student Academic Scholarship Committee, 
I have been privileged to work on your behalf in creating a Leave of 
Absence policy. But, I believe that my two years of involvement with the 
Law Revue Show -- this year as Theme Director -- is more indicative of the 
energy I will devote to being your Senator. 
Wait -- you ask. no promises of lowering tuition. guarantees of graduate 
housing. and a chicken in every pot? Sorry, I tell it the way it is. The 
Student Assembly cannot deliver on these. But, the Senate can be an 
effective forum for some of the reforms we want. A mouthpiece. Just like 
the Law Revue is a way of poking fun at what's wrong in the NLC. 
As the semester progresses, pressures mount and we begin to take 
ourselves too seriously. 1t•s time to take a step back and laugh. The Law 
Revue Show lets you stop worrying about grades and jobs. If you enjoyed 
my rewrites last year of Billy Joel's "We Didn't Start the Fire; and "Forensics 
Man," or are going to see "N. W. Side Story," I hope you'll smile a bit and vote 
for me. 
TONYA KAYE 
. ' ,• 
I am happy to announce my candidacy for NLC Senator. Within the last 
semester, I have had the opportunity to work cJoseJy with the.SBA and GWU 
Student Association {SA) in the capacities of Section Representat_ive for the 
IL evening section and as Graduate At-Large Senator. 
My primary goal within the position of NLC Senator would be to · 
represent the interests and priorities of the NLC constituency. 
Upon returning to the NLC last spring, I was shocked to learnt.hat the · 
university did not provide housing for its graduate students. The graduate · 
population at GWU exceeds 11,000 students and the universitr sho~ld be 
held accountable for providing auxiliary services, such as housing, to both 
graduate and undergraduate students. An administration which cites spa~e 
restriction as the reason for selectively excluding services from students is 
giving us an unacceptable reason. Law students may still choose to live off-
campus, but the key is that they must be given this choice. . . 
In response to the confrontation between campus security ~nd Kevm 
Turner, the University's Student Bill of Rights needs to be reviewed and 
possibly revised. 
ANTHONY KRUEGER 
UNITY -- The Senate must stand united behind its actions. I intend to 
seek actions that address the concerns of NLC students with those of the 
entire student body to consolidate a powerful backing for GWU Stude.nt 
Association resolutions. I would like to focus on two of the most · cruc1al 
issues where a united Senate can make a difference. -· -
STUDENT LIFE -- The Senate must advance the student body's wish~s 
regarding campus life. As the First Year Grad~ate S~udent Senator .th1s 
term, I co-sponsored a unanimously passed resolutton t? ~mpr~ve the weight 
training facilities at the Smith Center. The admm1st~abo~ answered 
positively and is currently running a survey to assess the s1tuat1on. 
TUITION -- The Senate must effectively champion the student body 
sentiment toward the amount of tuition charged. Last semester t~e Senate 
unanimously passed a resolution allowing for a student repres~ntattve to the 
Board of Trustees. As NLC Senator, I must keep. you mfo!n_ied ~nd 
consolidate your support to maintain pressure on the . admm1strat1on 
regarding tuition increases. · · 
Write for The Advocate!! 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
Law Revue Tickets on Sale 
by Jeanette Klnaae 
StaJJ Writtr 
Tickets are on sale now for . 
•N.W. Side Story•, the 13th Annual 
NLC law Revue Show. The Law 
Revue show is well known for 
spoofing faculty members the 
administration, and the law ;chool 
experience. All skits, songs and 
dances are written and directed by 
NLC students, and the show is 
accompanied by a live band. 
rium, and will run approximately 
two and a half hours. Tickets for 
the show can be purchased in the 
first floor Stockton lounge for . 
$6.00. N.W. Side Story sweatshirts 
are. also being offered for sale; a 
sign-up · sheet is available at the 
ticket table for those interested. 
Sweatshirts go for $17.00 and must 
be pre-paid. 
This year's show, directed by 3L 
Tim Saunders, will be held March 
2nd at 8:00 p.m. in Lisner Audito-
The annual SBA party will be 
held immediately following the 
show in the Marvin Center Ball-
room, and will last until 1:30 a.m. 
Beer, soda and munchies will be 
provided, as well as a D.J. 
, 
WASHINGTON LAW BOOK CO. 
Books for Students and Professionals 
We carry all your required books, 
school supplies; and a complete line 
or study aids. 
WCATED 1 BLOCK FROM G.W. LAW SCHOOL 
Hours: 9:30 am to 6:00 pm Monday-Friday 
10:00 am to 5:00 pm Saturday 
Address: 1900 G St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
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A Utilitarian Approach to Capital Punishment 
by Jeff Breslow 
Sta/! cobunnist 
Walter Burns, in his book For 
Capital Punishment, recalls the old 
joke of sailor whose ship is sunk 
after encountering a terrjble storm. 
The sailor clings to a piece of 
driftwood and floats for days at 
sea. Finally, he washes ashore on a 
deserted beach. Struggling to his 
feet, the sailor anxiously looks 
around to determine where he is. 
The only sign of humanity he sees 
is a gallows. "Thank God,• he 
cries, •civilization." 
As Burns reminds his readers, 
we faugh at a joke like that because 
it seems absurd, yet we also laugh 
because it is true. . The United 
States is unquestionably one of the 
leaders of the civHized world, nev-
ertheless it stHI alJows capital pun-
ishment for those convicted of 
committing of the most hefoous 
.Vantage Point 
crimes in our society. 
This article was not written 
with the intention of advocating or 
denouncing the death penalty. The· 
arguments on both sides are well 
documented, and no matter how 
much one tries to rationalize any 
position, how one really feels about 
capital punishment boils down to a 
personal, moral question that only 
they can answer. 
The purpose of this column is 
to bring to light the terrible incon-
sistencies that currently exist in the 
execution of capital punishment in 
America. Fjrst, however. the 
grounds upon which the argument 
for the death penalty is based must 
be examined. 
·. No matter what they may admit 
in public, a great majority of peo-
ple who favor capital punishment 
usuaJJy do so from the viewpoint 
that vengeance must be innicted on 
the guilty party. This is a perfectly 
natural and expected reaction. ff 
someone wiped out your entire 
family, chances are that you would 
want to kill the murderer as many 
times as family members you had, 
TAKE ADV ANT AGE 
OF .BAR/BRl'S 
L\VE MPRE COURSES . , 
but you would probably settle for 
killing them just once. 
However, the Supreme Court has 
ruled that punishment for the ~ake 
of retribution alone is unconstitu-
tional. Therefore, executing some-
one just to "pay them back" is clear-
ly illegal. Consequently, death pen-
alty advocates must find reasons to 
justify their cause elsewhere. 
One of the most popular claims 
in support of capital punishment is 
that it is an effective deterrent to 
violent crime. Unfortunately, this 
theory does not stand up very well 
when closely examined. Numerous 
studies have shown that crime rates 
under time periods of having capital 
punishment have not differed from 
periods when the death penalty was 
not an option. In fact, in some cir-
cumstances crime rates have actually 
increased in those periods when the 
death penalty was in effect. 
Another belief asserted by capi-
tal punishment supporters is that 
whether someone is sentenced to life 
imprisonment or put to death, the 
main objective is to remove them 
permanently from society. There-
fore, they contend that it is cheaper 
to just kill a person than it is to 
keep them alive, at the taxpayer's 
expense, for the rest of their lives. - · Sat, · MCJrch· ~ '2nd i. ;: , ~ , . This is undoubtedly one of the big-
gest misconceptions of the death 
penalty in existence. 1 Ocim, Geor9~towfl 
Sun, MClrch · l 0th 
·l OClm,GW 
: . Included In E~ery 
BAR/BRI S'9 l Course 
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While it does cost a hefty sum to 
keep a person in prison perm:inent-
ly, it costs even more to have some-
one executed once they have gone 
through all of the automatic appeals 
in the nation's clogged court system. 
Recently executed mass murderer 
Ted Bundy is a prime example of 
what expenses are incurred in kill-
ing someone. It took over IO years 
and an estimated SS million to have 
him finally put to death. 
Seeing as how all the major rea-
sons for having capital punishment 
are flawed, if there is going to be 
any justification at all for having a 
death penalty, something must 
change. Is it possible to change 
vastly society's opinion on capital 
punishment so that everyone's on 
the same side of the issue? Of 
course not. Is there an effective 
way to change the rate of violent 
crj?1e? No again. People have been 
try mg that for centurjes. ls there a 
~ay to change the cost? Yes, there 
JS. 
The majority of funds that are 
used in sending someone to the 
electric chair are spent on court and 
legal costs. This results from the 
enormous backlog of cases in alJ of 
our courts. and especially the ap-
peals courts. When this is added to 
the continuous delaying tactics of . 
defense attorneys who are often '."'•·-····-············• . -........._.. ____ - -
j (>\ : . •' ·(' "•d?'.l .,~ t .. .. -; • . · ·· :.· "" • . I - • 
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DID ·YOU · KNOW • • • 
Your $15,250 in tuition supports a University Police force that ·. 
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The identification practices within the National Law Center continue to be 
selectively enforced despite the unwarranted arrest of a Black law 
student on April 22, 1990, extensive debate, and promises that such 
practices would cease. . · . 
On April 25, 1990, a National Law Center professor reported a Black 
male GW law student to the University Police for loitering. The officers 
interrogated the student as he stood among a group of White students.· · . 
· ·- - !~ ·!~ ,· ·_-~
1 
. . •• Whi°l~- -~llo~ingWhitestudentsto.ent~runinterrupted, the University, police · 
requested identification from a Black full·time, tenured GW law pr~fessor. . 
'1 •• :~ -- - - .. • •• ' ".: ' - • 
. , !~ • . 
·, 0 On February 19, 1991 ·, a Black GW law student, ~hile. studying in the law 
library, was approached by University Police, arr~ste~, ?harged, ·and later · . 
taken to· the emergency room because of possible 1n1ury. _ .. · . . . . . . . · . ..... -
.- - .. 
o These incidents have an occurred within the pasf TEN MONTHS. 
0 
. .. ·• . 
. . .. . -~ 
Black GW law students once sued this U-niversity for racial discrimination 
and may have t~ pursu~ such a cour_se again. 
· · George Washington University 
Black Law Students Association 
. . . . . 
? ? ?? ? ? ?-? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? . 
'· ' 
- : .. :.... . . ~ :...·\. 
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LAW SCHOOL NEWS 
Faculty Approves Joint Degree Programs 
by Dean Marlana Valdez 
At its December 12, 1990 meet-
ing, the National Law Center fac-
ulty approved a proposal which 
dramatically expands its joint de-
gree programs with other graduate 
divisions of the University. Joint 
programs were approved in the 
following schools: 
School of Medicine and Health 
Care Sciences 
• J.D./Master of P~blic Health 
School of Business and Pubflc 
Management 
• J.D./Master of Business Admin-
• J.D./Master of Arts in Russian 
and East European Studies 
• J.D./Master of Arts in East Asian 
Studies 
• J.D./Master of Arts in Latin 
American Studies 
istration · · . 
Under the new program, stu-
dents working toward joint degrees 
will receive up to twelve (12) hours 
of credit toward the J.D. degree for 
coursework taken in the master's 
program. Likewise, the master's 
program · will accept up to twelve 
(12) credits of work completed at 
the Law Center. (The Public 
Health program will accept only six 
(6) credits of law school work to-
ward the M.P.H. degree.) 
• J.D./Master of Public Adminis-
tration 
These changes will make it pos-
sible for most law students to com-
plete bOth the J.D. and a master's 
degree in another discipline within 
four academic years, making the 
University's program comparable to 
those offered by other top universi-
ties. 
• J.D./Master of Health Services 
Management and Policy 
• J.D./Master of Urban and Re-
gional Planning 
Elliott School or International 
Affairs · A master's degree earned in con-
junction with the J.D. may be use-
ful to a law Stu.dent in a variety of 
ways. Law graduates with an addi-
tional master's degree possess an 
expertise that othert -may lack. 
Given the large nuinber of students · 
• J.D./Master of Arts in Interna-
tional Affairs · 
• l.D./Master of Atts in Security 
'Po\\cy Studies 
, • l.D./Master of Arts in Science, Technology. and Public Policy 
e'ea ta 1/te! 
1120 20th ST, NW 
Lafayette Centre 
in the Courtyard . 
. ' 
Over · 1~ Wines by the Glass 
Happy Hour Specials: 
· ' 1/2 Price Appetizers 
$1.00 Dndl Double -Diamond 
$2.00 .. Passion Fruit ·Margaritas . 
· 4:00-8:00; Monday-Friday 
New. Expanded Lunch Menu! 
. . . . . 
Open for Early Dinner 
202-293-7429 
attending law school in rece~t years 
and the current economic turndown, 
joint degree recipients may find 
that the two degrees give them a 
competitive edge in the job market. 
Joint degree programs also give 
students more flexibility in their 
career choices. Job dissatisfaction 
among attorneys, particularly those 
in large firms, has been a popular 
topic in the press of late. More than 
ever, students are considering alter-
natives to the law firm track. Possi-
bilities include such options as 
starting a business. working as a 
policy analyst in the State Depart-
ment, or administering a non-profit 
organization in the health care area. 
All of these careers would be en-
hanced by adding a master's degree 
to the J.D. · 
It can also be argued that" dual 
,degree programs broaden the1 stu-
dent's educational experience by 
allowing him/her to integrate !both 
the teaching approaches and the 
cumulative knowledge achieved in 
each degree program. This ekpo· 
sure .. in and of itself, may be argu-
ment enough for a joint degree for 
the student who just loves going to 
school (the "hard-core" academic). 
Students currently enrolled in the;• 
Law Center must be independently ·· 
, • ' : . ~I ' 
Vantage (Cont'd) 
From Page 16 
inexperienced in.capital punishment 
cases, the process can frequently 
take more than a decade. All the · 
while, court costs and legal fees are 
steadily mounting. 
In this circumstance, time liter-
ally is money. Therefore, in order 
to cut costs, the procedure must be 
sped up, without denying ' the ac-
cused the same justice that they 
would normally receive. This can 
be done .l:>Y initiating two steps. 
First, a new division of courts 
should be established solely to han-
dle capital punishment cases. The 
gravity of such cases certainly war-
rant the special attention they would 
be receiving. Second, creating a 
new specialty of law concentrating 
on cap.ital punishment would greatly 
expedite matters. This would be 
nothing new •. since even dur.ng the 
course of this century many new · 
areas of specialty, such as family 
law and tax law, have arisen. To 
accomplish this, more than a.single 
law. school course dedicated 'to the 
subJect woul~ be needed. Rather 
whole programs focusing on ~death 
admitted to the master's degree 
program; it is recommended that 
students apply to the second school 
by the end of their third semeste.r of 
law school. Application deadlines 
vary; most graduate schools in the 
University admit students for fall, 
spring, and summer semesters, so 
students should check with the ad-
missions office of a p:irticul:n 
school for application information . 
Students 1101 in joint degree pro-
grams may still take up to six (6) 
credit hours in other graduate de-
partments of the University with 
prior approval. J.D. students wish-
ing to do so should see Dean Rollin-
son for permission. 
An information session for stu-
dents currently enrolled in or inter-
ested in our joint degree progr::11ns 
is scheduled for Monday, March 11 
from 2; I 0 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. iri 
Stockton 304. Representatives of 
the other graduate schools will .be 
present to answer questions. 
·· !"~··::, , -. . r: ( 11 
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law" would be necessary. · 
With courts nnd a greater number 
of lawyers who can center exclu-
sively on the death pennlty, the · 
process would quicken because 
whenever you can specialize you 
can prefor~ a task more efficiently · 
and effectively. Initiating such 
measures would enable a person io 
be handled by the criminal justice 
system much more rapidly. 
In addition to cutting costs, this 
process would also ease the grief of 
those who have been affected as a 
result of criminals actions. The 
sooner the whole procedure ·is 
started and finished the sooner the . . . 
v1ct~m's family or the accus~d (as-
suming they are acquitted} can get 
on with their lives. 
Once again, whether or not to 
have capital punishment in our 
society can only be left to the mor-
als of the people who constitute it. 
However, if we are going to have a 
death penalty, we should amend it 
~o it can at least financially justify 
Jtself. · · 
lf rite for The Advocate!! 
Pro-Troop Rallies in DC 
by Marlin Schulz 
Several pro-troop rallies and 
counter-demonstrations took p·lace 
in Washington over the course of 
the last month. The marches ended 
on 1he Ellipse in front of the White 
House, only five blocks from the 
National Law Center. GW students 
took part in showing their support 
for the Allied troops and the 
American policy in the Middle 
East. 
Since January 16, 1991, counter-
demonstrators have continuously 
been present at anti-war demon-
strations. On January 19 and 26, 
approximately 350 people marched 
in opposition to the peace protests. 
The counter-demonstrators had 
posters, placards, and banners ex-
pressing pro-policy sentiment. 
Most carried Old Glory. Some 
c:irried the Israeli flag. God Bless 
America was sung. •saddam: Pre-
pare to Meet Allah-, •free Kuwait 
and Defend Israel·. and •Peace 
through Strength• slogans adorned 
hand-held cardboard. An Iraqi 
flag was burned in . front of the 
Iraqi embass-y. -· 
Anti-war demonstrators carried 
.. signs and also waved flags, many 
~
pside-down. Signs read, •victory 
or Iraq". ·u.s. Out of North 
. merica-, and •Def end Iraq, def eat 
US Imperialism". Demonstrators 
chanted, "Hell no, we won't go", 
even tliough no one asked them to . 
Several protestors angrily de-
nounced the ralliers as fascists, 
brown-shirts, racists, and KKK 
members. The police interjected. 
On several occasions demonstrators 
spit at, threw red paint at, and 
attempted to scratch and choke 
counter-demonstrators. Peace was 
on thr:r minds and in their hearts. 
On February 3, several organiza-
tions sponsored a pro-troop rally 
which _drew over 7000 marchers. 
Supporters came from all over the 
country. The rally was organized 
by the Coalition for American 
Pride, Friends of the Armed Fore-
. es, the National Vietnam Veteran 
Coalition, and Operation Rolling 
Thunder.Students, veterans, parents 
and families of Desert Storm sol-
diers, and 300 Harley-Davidson 
motorcyclists drove and marched 
from the Lincoln Memorial around 
the White House to the Ellipse. 
Hundreds carried the American 
flag. Red, white, and blue were the 
colors of the day. The crowd lis-
tened to Adrian K ronauer of "Good 
Morning Vietnam", former prisoners 
of war, and several US Representa-
tives. ·usA. USA, USA• was a pop-
ular chant. Flag, T-shirt and bum-
per sales were brisk. 
Finally, on February 16, 500 
people braved the freezing weather 
to march from the Capitol to the 
White House. A vintage tank was 
driven on top of a diesel truck. On 
its side was painted, •support the 
Troops, Free Kuwait•. . Its turret 
faced . Lafayette Park. One sign 
read. ~If it wasn't for the American 
soldier. we'd atl be speaking Ger-
ma~~ ~.~t.i.n.& ri_ce, and riding ca~ets•. 
Another stated, "Free Kuwait, Jail 
CNN·: - Ralliers chanted. "Be a pa-
triot, not a scud•, and "hey. hey, ho 
ho, Saddam Hussein has got to go". 
Organizers are planning future 
rallies and counter-demonstrations. 
They .feel that the troops need the 
public support to counter the effects 
of the . megalomaniac and media 
conscious anti-war protestors. The 
biggest rally is planned for the im-
minent · return of the troops · to 
American soil. Get your tickets 
now. It's going to be a celebration · 
' of epic proportions. 
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Yellow/ackets · 
'Greenhouse' Launches 90's 
by Neil Rejf'f' . 
0 ne of the premiere jazz bands of the J980's, the Yellowjackets make their 
album debut of the 90's with the appropri-
ately titled Greenhouse. By mixing jazz, 
fusion and be-bop, the Yellowjackets 
jumped onto the scene in the 80's to estab-
lish themselves as one of the most respected 
jazz acts of the last decade. With 
Greenhouse, the Yellowjackets will help 
solidify their place as one of the jazz com-
munity's houest acts. · 
After last year's departure of saxo-
phonist Marc Russo (lo play with Kenny 
Loggins), the Yellowjackets were able to 
recruit Bob Mintzer, one of the business' 
most respected big-band saxophonists. 
However, switching from Russo to Mintzer 
hasn't been easy. 
The clumsy opening track, 
Frccdomland, reflects the quartet's adjust-
ment lO me beyond Russo. 
Fonunatc\y, \he album final-
ly settles into a smashing 
success in the second lr.lck, 
Greenhouse. 
Ultimately, Greenhouse is a 
showcase of each bandmember's 
incredible versaliliry and lalcnr. Previously, 
the YeJJowjackets were renowned for a fast-
moving fusion-rock style. Their highly 
acclaimed 1987 album, Four Comers, and 
their 1988 Grammy winning Politics high-
light their earlier style. However, with their 
1989 release The Spin, the Yellowjackets 
alienated some hardcore fans by switching 
lo an improvisational 1960's be-bop style, 
and they left the future direction of the band 
in doubt. 
With Greenhouse, the band seems to 
have found an incredible middtc ground 
between the two diverging styles. The 
album is anchored by the fluid drums of 
William Kennedy, as he abandons tradition-
al time signatures to create an ellrraordinary 
tension between the drums and the struc-
tured time kept by bassist Jimmy Haslip. 
While the band will miss Russo's amaz-
ing solos, Mintzer makes an excellent tran-
sition from big-band to the quartet. 
Meanwhile, keyboardist Russell Ferrante is 
equally adept as a freestyle soloist or as 
background to Mintzer. 
For 1hosc of you who always want-
ed to broaden your musical hori-
zons but didn't know where to 
begin, the Ycllowjackets 
should be the place to start. 
Greenhouse offers broad 
spectrum of musical styles, 
and showcases a band that 
wil\ be one of jazz's honest 
acts for years io come. · 
.. ~ 
Neil's Notes: 
Offering .a pleasant change of 
pace 10 the typical pop-trash offered in 
local record stores is Du-lite's World 
Clique. This innovative album/uses differ-
ent dance and la1e 1960's psychedelic styles 
lo form a pleasantly original sound. 
The first week of March offers one of 
the best weeks of concerts in the DC area in 
recent memory. Appearing at the Capital 
Centre will be Sling, INXS and Paul 
Simon. Making a two night sting at our 
very own Lisner Auditorium will be The 
Replacements. 
Play Brings Big Laughs 
by Brian Malkin, Jenny Tyler and Christie E-L<K>n Woo · . 
Y ou can't claim to be a true cover policemen realize that the f!!Urdcrer Wac;hingtonian until you have "done" must have been one of the Salon's cus-
Shear Madnes.4i. This campy, farcical mys- tomers or employees, so they proceed to 
tery has been running every day (ellccpt interrogate each person in the salon. This 
Monday) at the Kennedy Center Theater skeletal plot basically exists as a vehicle for 
Lab since August 12, 1987. It is the longest the actors to ad-lib, tell jokes, and ultimate· 
running play in the Kennedy Center's histo- ly prompt audience members to panicipate 
ry. in guessing the murderer. 
According to the Kennedy Center, Since Shear Madness has been running ! 
already over 450,oOO people have aucndcd for such a long time, the producers have I 
Shear Madness. In fact, The Guincss World resorted to a number of tactics to make the 
Book of Records has recorded Shear play a new experience for repeat audience 
Madness as the longest running non-musi- members. The play is filled with .references 
cal play in American theater history, bas<.'d to changing current cvcnL'i and Washington 
on the play's first Boston production in figures. According to one of the cast mem-
1980. bers, it was unusual for a whole new cast to 
The play's wc.ik whodunit plot involves be hired last fall. In addition, cast members 
a murder in the apartment above a salon rotate roles at the whim of the producers, 
located in Washington, D.C. Two under- just to keep things interesting. · .. 
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Francie Gllck, David Bockman and 
Mark Frawley In Shear Madness 
Shear Madness is not a serious play at 
all. The cast often relics on· exaggerating 
roles of hairdressers, homosexuals, 
socialites, policemen, and businessmen for.. 
humor. The cast frequently uses a play on 
words to give a qulCk joke or two!:·. Once 
the audience participates in solving thej 
murder, the cast pokes fun at !he audienL-~ 
too. According to ;mother cast mem~i( 
is nlmost impossible to cut the au<lidiCe off 
from particpation for the dosing. 
Overall, Shear Madness is a light, 
enjoyable play for almost everyone to see. 
Shear Madness would be particularly inter-
esting to sec with a group of people, who 
want to interact with the play and its cast 
Unlike oth<.'r more ccrcbrnl plays, Shear 
Madness is one you cannot fall asleep in. 
The John F. Kennedy Center has a limit-
ed number of half-priced tickets available 
Go to Page 21, Col. l 
**"*'t1m~11a•*••tf1Mm1111a14a11apm1111a•1a•it3i1t1mM:wa11:11:wain1~"'':ta1:1a1:t'ti · · - Lr;Ji¢131j~il:f~ilj;iltJl~l~l:t~ild~ii:l:itJl~l31:t¢iM 
by Jenny Tyler 
Black War Hereos 
'· 
Madness (Cont'd) 
From Page 20 
to all full-time students. Specially Program 
Tickets (SPTs) may be purchased at the 
Hall of States Box Office the day of the 
performance beginning at noon for mati-
nees and at 6:30 p.m. for evening perfor-
mances. SPTs are also available by mail. 




Bruce •ftd Y .... ,. ., q ~n .. 
and :Mar:Uvn~.brains 
at the Ken~,~,,.Cent_~tieater lab 
StudenlS must present a valid ID and cur-
rent registration card for each ticket pur-
chased. SPTs cannot be re-sold, transferred 
or returned for refund. For infonnation on 
ticket availability or additional infonnation 
on the SPT Program call the Friends of the 
Kennedy Center at 202-4164600. 
Tickets: $19 (Su-Th) or 23 (Fr-Sa) 
f:tlso sec newspaper for $10 special nights!) 
War Hereos (Cont'd) 
From Page 20 . . 
sonnet. It js with unfailing modesty. the 
men only half realize that their ultimate 
choice to choose the greater good relegates 
them 10 true hero status. 
On a technical level, the play starts out 
slowly while the audience becomes familiar 
Black Eagles · 
at Ford's Theater until March 3 · 
with the different characters. But by the 
second act, the characters, the sound 
clTccts, and scenery truly electrify the stage. 
Singing, dancing and partying abound 
throughout, but the play never abandons the 
more serious issues for very long. Black 
Eagles commemorates a few of history's 
unsung heroes in an honest and heartwarm-
ing manner; I recommend it highly. · 
Call (202) 347-4833 for ticket informa-
tion. Ticket prices for Black Eagles run 
from S 17 to $22. · 
! ;_'~ I ~ - \:·H·,,, ,f"l"'1 ·'"•·~"~·<>l-).' ·:r;, , ., ._·\ .>, ~- : ·' · - . , . . 
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ENTERTAiNMENT 
Lambs (Cont'd) However, the movie does succeed on 
·From Page 20 many other levels, most vividly in 
late and his insatiable curiosity (and · Demme's chillingly hellish portraits of 
appetite) for human nature, he forces Buffalo Bill's crimes. His ability to steal 
Sterling to share infonnation about herself the humanity from his victims and reduce 
before he throws her these hints about them to instruments in his delusions con-
Buffalo Bill. vincingly represent the darkest and most 
inhuman traits of human nature. Bill's These discussions between Sierling and 
Silence of the Lambs 
Directed by Jonathan Demme 
wnh Jodie Foster and Anthony Hopkins 
Rated R 
Lector hold the most dramatic promise in 
the film, and yet Director Demme does not 
delve deeply enough into either character's 
psyche to create any real conflicL Sterling, 
before her first interview, is told not to let 
Lector "into (her) head," and yet when she 
opens the door for him, he curiously does 
not enter. · ,<,.;~41 , ,;~. <r, Lr- ".."t)") . ~,_] 
~~~·-ux. 
"~ - , ·~/ 
~- . : . ~~ ~ ... ' ; L' 
· ·-' -
character is, in fact, so disturbing that 
Demme allows the monstrous Lector to at 
times serve as comic relief. 
Silence of the Lambs is a horror fiJm in 
its truest sense; unlike most films in this 
genre, which can be viewed with detached 
disbelief, Silence never ventW'CS far enough 
from reality to allow the audience to step 
back, rationalize, and feel safe. 
Silence of the Lambs was adapted from 
Thomas Harris' best-selling thriller. If you 
saw this film and liked it. rent Manhuntet, 
which was also adapted from a Harris novel 
itnd features Hannibal "the Cannibal .. 
•.,ector as the main villain. · 
Write for The Advocate ' • ..... . r 
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If you ~t to move your 
rareer into the fast lane, your . 
next move should be on the Fast 
. . 
'Ji:ac:k!" Ifs th~ fastest Way thends 
to learn both basic and advanced 
skills on Amerira's forem~ 
compute~ legal research ·" 
servic:e: the LEXIS- sezvice. 
Evening and Saturday classes 
are available from Maith 20 to 
April 12. · -· . . · · . 
Call 1-800-222-8714 to 
registei; and make yom, first step 
the right Step.· 
I . ·•" • 
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SPORTS 
Sports . With Springy 
by Mark Spriu1 
Sports Editor 
The twin towers concept does 
not work in the NBA or the 
NCAA. Akeem and Sampson were 
a bust at Houston. Cartwright and 
Ewing ~ere almost laughable in 
New York, Shaquille O'Neal has 
been five times· more effective · 
since Stanley Roberts left. and 
Alonzo Mourning and Dikembe 
Motumbo have been an extreme 
disappointment at Georgetown. 
You can•t win an NBA champion-
ship or an NCAA title without a 
mobile power forward who can 
drop the seventeen footer with 
consistency. Playing two post 
players together causes defensive 
match up problems and clogs up the 
Jane on offense allowing for easy 
double teaming. Good Juck in the 
tournament Coach Thompson. 
The Ohio State Buckeyes can 
beat UNL V. They are the only 
team left that can stop the Runnin 
Rebels from going undefeated. 
The best name in the history of 
college basketball is currently play-
ing for the Colorado Buffalos. He 
is 6'5• senior forward House Guest. 
What a name\ l gotta meet this 
· gu-y•s i>arents. 
GW ended its post season possi-
bilities by blowing a 12 point lead 
against Penn State la.st week. 
Coach Jarvis did an outstanding 
job this season though. The Colo-
nials wm finish above .soo and 
have a bright future ahead of them. 
By the way. admitting all bald peo-
ple free to the St. Bonaventure 
r ,. 
J.' 
gam" was an intriguing publicity 
stunt. I wonder if Coach Jarvis 
thought of that himself. 
There is a new heavyweight 
boxer on the rise: Tommy •Gunn• 
Morrison. Morrison, who starred 
in Rocky V, has the power . of 
· Tyson, although he is not quite as 
seasoned. Morrison easily disposed 
of a rusty but crafty Pinklon 
Thomas last week. Look for 
Morrison to get a shot at WBO . 
heavyweight champion Ray Mercer 
sometime before the summer. 
Morrison may not have been able to 
knock out Rocky Balboa, but Tyson 
and Holyfield better keep an eye on 
this young undefeated heavyweight 
from Kansas City. 
The government is worried about 
the cost of the War. maybe Roger 
Clemens and some of the other 
baseball players would Jike to do-
nate some of their money to the 
Persian Gulf effort. Commissioner 
Vincent has got to implement some 
sort of revenue sharing program or 
teams like Seattle and Texas don't 
stand a chance. 
While we are on the topic of 
baseball and the War let me tell the 
people at Topps what I think of 
their Desert Storm trading cards: 
Not Much! I mean. geez. what are 
they going to come out with next. 
Middle. East hostage cards. I could 
see it now, ads on TV proclaiming 
the Terry-Waite hostage card as •the 
best investment in these troubling 
times - just think of it's value if 
Mr. Waite is ever released! Stick to 
sports cards fell as!! 
. . . : . · ~~- ... · ·. ";_ .·~· .. 
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Notices 
UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPTS 
Unofficial trans.cripts are now 
available from the Registrar's Of-
fice (Rice Hall, first floor) with the 
names of the Jaw school professors 
listed under the courses. Unoffi-
cial transcripts are free of charge. 
You must show your GWU l.D. If 
you want one of these transcripts. 
please specifically request one with 
professors' names. If you want the 
regular format with no names. just 
ask for a transcript. A grading key 
is also available at ·the Registrar's 
Office if you request one. The 
. Records Office (SJ04) also has 
grading keys available. Please note · 
that official transcripts are not 
available with professors• names on 
them. 
. Special thanks to ). Matthew 
Gaglione. University Registrar. for 
having provided this special service 
for the Jaw students. 
l/UMAN RIG/ITS CAREERS 
The Amnesty International Legat 
Support Group invites all interested 
persons to attend an informational 
meeting to discuss careers and pro 
bono work in international human 
· rights on Wednesday, February 27 
at 4: JS p.m. in room L402. . 
Speakers wHJ include NLC Pro-
fessors Thomas Buergenthal, Judge 
on the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights. and Ralph 
Steinhardt 'a member of the Legal 
Support N~twork's National Steer-
ing Committee. . 
The meeting will also include 
presentations by NLC studen~s who 
will discuss their experiences 
working for Americas Watch, Am-
nesty International. and the 
Department of Justice. 
Refreshments will be served. 
E.J.F. UPDATE 
Community Outreach. There 
will be an informational meeting 
for the Prison Literacy and DC 
Cares Projects on Tuesday, Febru-
ary 26. at 4:1S p.m. in L302. 
Grants. Grant applications are 
available now at the EJF desk in 
the SBA suite (Burns 401). Appli-
cations are due on April I. 
Auction. The EJF auction will 
be held on April 4. Deadline for 
businesses to donate items and 
services is March I 5. 
Pledge Ddve. The drive will 
take place April 8-11. Students 
who donate part of their pay for 
other students to work in public ~ 
interest may vote for who receives 
grants. 
Brown· Bag ·Lunch Series. . A · 
public interest career networking 
wine and cheese reception wm be ... : 
held on Thursday, March 7 at 4:1.Y 
· p.m. Location is to be announc€d. 
Sl-m!t!'ll .. ·- · ... -----: • 
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Successfully passing this two hour exam is a requirement for admission to the New 
York State Bar. This seminar is FREE to students who are enrolled in the PIEPER BAR 
REVIEW COURSE, otherwise there .is a $125.00 fee which includes books. Why not 
come and experience the Pieper method. · 
Applications can be-obtained from your Law School or the National Conference of 
Bar Examiners (319) 337-1287. · 
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tee·.is ~25.00. Ldate i'~;i";'.: 
::-; registration wi r e accep e un 1 arc , , u e exam_ ee 1s increase to ":. ; ·. 
~· $75.00.11 you miss the March MPRE, the next MPREexam is Friday, August 16, 1991. Wf:~ 
:~: For more information contact your Law School Pieper R:ep or ·'~X~~ 
i~ . PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD. ~'.~~j 
~,~ 90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, N.Y. 11501 •Telephone: (516) 747-4311 )~:t:9 
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·!· SPORTS. 
·1M Soccer 
by Stephen Comstock 
Staff £t6lcl' 
As was the case last year, the 
NLC has only one team participat-
ing in the IM soccer tournament, 
Wolf Blitzer. This group carries 
remnants of last year's Machine 
and is led again- by Hank •The 
Tank• Karp. But, · despite having 
both experience and skill at key 
positions, Blltzer opened its season 
with a disappointing loss to a Med 
School team by a score of S-4. 
The first half started rocky for 
Blilzer as it sought to establish a 
solid attack. This _tactic. however, 
left the defense wide open for an 
·unwelcomed goal by their oppo-
nents. Rebounding quickly. Blitzcr 
struck back and scored two goals 
before the half ended. The shots 
by Martin •crazyJegs• Schultz ~nci 
Todd "The Rookie" Sinkins brought 
the team back on track. 
There were signs ·of derailing, 
though, as the game progressed 
through the second half. Blitz er 
did come out smoking as the aged 
Brown University veteran Thom 
Burke and Jason •Schmason• Gre-
bin both scored. But with the loss 
of Blitzer's spiritual leader, The 
Lode, due to injury, the defense . 
again fell apart . . Up 4-2 with S 
minutes left to go in the game, 
Blitzer goalie Kevin •shep" Peska 
gave up 3 unanswered goals, send-
ing the team into dejected loss. 
After the game, player Joe 
"Earth/Gravy /Skirt• Mendelson 
summed up Blitzer's feelings the 
best ·by saying "We blew, but we 
will get better•. 
IM Hoops Kicks Off Season 
by Al Solomon and Mark Sprln& 
Sporu Ediltw 
The 1991 Intramural Basketball 
season is finally upon us. Because 
of the limited time and space avail-
able at the SmHh Center, the season 
wilJ not be over until mid-April. 
Unfortunately each team plays only 
five games during the regular sea-
son. There are thirteen Jaw school 
teams in the league. Two divisions 
have been established with entirely 
Jaw school teams. The thirteenth 
team, Tum A (1-0), was placed in 
an outside division. · 
Team A, captained by Mark 
Levine, rolled to a ten point victory 
over the GW security guard team in 
its first game. Team A, looks to be 
one of the stronger law school 
teams. 
Two other championship con-
tenders include Res lspa Dunk (1-
0) and the Bruins (1-0). Res lpsa 
Dunk defeated We Ain't Got One 
(0-1) S0-36 in its season opener. 
Led by John Vigor, Res Jpsa 
jumped out to a 22 point lead be-
fore We Ain't Got One instituted a 
while team captain Doug "Mr. z• 
Zeltt and the cagey Vipar"The Big 
y• Patel contributed on the boards. 
Eric Cohen provided motivation 
with his highly emotional play. I 
Don't Know was led by IL Dirk 
Haire, a 6'2• forward with a deadly 
outside shot. 
The Lovers ran into trouble in 
their second gaine. Forced to play 
without their big man, Mark Siegal 
(suffering from Shorter-Martin 
syndrome, expected to play in next 
game), Reap the Whirlwind (2-0), 
a very strong 3L s_qu.ad, 
outrebounded the Lovers in route to 
a 60-44 victory. The Whirlwind 
jumped out to a 13 point halftime 
lead when the Lovers made a costly 
decision by switching to a zone 
defense midway through the first 
half. 3L guards Aaron Max and 
Steve Teplitz inspired the Lovers to 
several second half runs but it was-
n't enough to counter the Whirlwind 
attack. -Mike Hodgkins and John 
Sullivan led the way for the Whirl-
wind. Jon Coleman, Greg Bell and 
Alan Anderson also had outstanding 
games. 
full court press and went on a nice GaryCole'sUnderachlevers(0-2) 
run to close the margin. Res Jpsa · have yet to win a game this season. 
puiled awat at the end though and In their first game the 
got a convincing 14 point victory. Underachievers couldn't hold off 
The Bruins, · Jed by Mark Renee, Reap the Whirlwind. The shooting 
defeated Air Spike (0-1), a JL of Mike Hodgkins and the inside 
squad. in their first game. The 3L play of John Sullivan helped the 
Overweight Lovers (l-1) disposed Whirlwind to a six point victory on 
of I Don't Know (1-1) fairly easily opening night. Jn their second 
in their first game. ·The Lovers game, the Underachievers held true 
took an early first half lead and to their name, blowing a halftime 
never relinquished it. emerging lead to lose to a less talented A & B 
with a 12 point victory. 6'6• center (1-1) squad 29-27. It should be . 
first game team captain Gary Cole 
sat on the sidelines with an unspeci-
fied ankle injury and guard Allan 
• A.J." Joseph was not particularly 
effective, as he played with a l 04 
degree fever. In their second game 
the Underachievers played with no 
substitutes and succumbed to second 
half fatigue . This team may im-
prove as the season progresses. 
The Arbitrators (l-1) defeated A 
& B by a score of 33-27 in their 
first game. Arbitrators point guard 
Joe Mendelson distributed the ball 
to 3L forwards Jean Misterek and 
Steve Dinkin, both of whom scored 
in double figures. Henry Karp 
contributed defensively, although he 
was beset by foul trouble for most 
of th~ first half. In their second 
game, the Arbitrators Jost to I Don't 
Know by 18 points.: 
Mark Siegal and S'S" guard Aaron ' noted that the Underachievers have 
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Another 3L team, Penil Code (1-
1), have had an interesting seasori 
thus far. The Code, who played 
together as first and second years; 
had only one victory in the past two 
seasons. That win came against a 
team that fielded only four players:·-
The Code is captained by Jasoy 
Grebin. The Code originally lost 
their season opener but were award-
ed a victory when it was discovered 
that their opposition used an ineli- · 
gible player. In their second game, 
the Code lost to the Bruins by 22. 
Rookie Coder Barry Rithotz leads 
the Code in scoring while Devon 
Engel and Jan "Laimbeer" 
Meklinsky contribute on the boards. 
Rich Fdedm3n is the loose ball 
specialist. He has a real nose for the 
ball. 
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